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ABSTRACT 

 
SOUMYA NAVNEET 

Neuron-Glia interaction and role of Nrf2 in hyperhomocysteinemic retina 

(Under the direction of SYLVIA B SMITH) 
 

Elevated level of the excitatory amino acid homocysteine (Hcy) or hyperhomocysteinemia 

(Hhcy) has been reported in patients with glaucoma, a disease characterized by increased 

oxidative stress and retinal ganglion cell (RGC) degeneration. Whether Hhcy is causative 

or merely a biomarker for glaucoma is not known.  Primary RGCs exhibit acute sensitivity 

to Hcy exposure, while in vivo murine models of Hhcy demonstrate a more modest RGC 

loss (∼20%) over a period of several months. This differential response to Hhcy in isolated 

cells and the intact retina suggests the presence a buffering mechanism invoked by the 

retinal milieu. Oxidative stress has been implicated as a mechanism of Hcy-induced 

neuronal loss. Owing to the key role of Müller glial cells (MCs) in retinal antioxidant 

defense we hypothesized that MCs protect RGCs under conditions of Hhcy via the NRF2 

antioxidant pathway. Compared to RGCs, MCs were less sensitive to Hcy. Hcy exposure 

increased oxidative stress and induced apoptosis in RGCs, whereas in MCs Hcy evoked 

several cytoprotective responses including reduced oxidative stress, increased antioxidant 

levels and improved mitochondrial function. Hcy upregulated the expression of Nrf2 and 

several downstream antioxidant targets including glutathione in MCs. To investigate the 

role of NRF2 in Hcy-induced RGC degeneration, we crossed Nrf2
-/- 

mice with two mouse 

models of chronic Hhcy (Cbs
+/- 

and Mthfr
+/- 

mice) and generated Cbs
+/-

Nrf2
-/- 

and Mthfr
+/-



 

 

Nrf2
-/- 

 mouse models and analyzed their retinas.  Absence of NRF2 reduced inner retinal 

thickness and visual acuity, accelerated RGC loss and increased gliosis in Hhcy mice. To 

understand the role of Müller glial specific NRF2 in RGC survival, we established an ex-

vivo indirect co-culture system using primary RGCs and MCs. Apoptosis induced by Hcy 

exposure in primary RGCs were abrogated when the RGCs were co-cultured with wild 

type (WT) MCs but not with Nrf2-/- MCs. Hhcy induced robust mitochondrial and 

glycolytic response in WT MCs, but not in Nrf2
-/- 

MCs. Altogether, the in vivo and in vitro 

data here suggest that the deleterious effects of Hhcy on RGCs are likely dependent upon 

the health of retinal glial cells and the availability of retinal antioxidant response 

mechanism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Statement of the Problem and specific aims of the overall project  

 Homocysteine (Hcy) is a sulfur-containing excitatory amino acid that stands at 

the intersection of methionine and cysteine metabolism. Hyperhomocysteinemia 

(Hhcy) or increased level of Hcy has been reported in glaucoma, a disease characterized 

by increased oxidative stress and loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (Rebecca et al., 

2018; You et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Ajith et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2012). Although 

population studies indicate significant correlation between Hhcy and glaucoma, it is 

not known yet that whether Hcy is pathogenic or simply a biomarker. Previous reports 

from in vitro studies show that even moderately elevated concentrations of Hcy 

exposure [50μM] for shorter duration (18-24h) significantly increase oxidative stress 

and reduce the viability of primary RGCs (Dun et al., 2007; Ganapathy et al., 2011b).  

In vivo models of moderate Hhcy (methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase deficient and 

cystathionine-β-synthase- deficient mice models) also exhibit RGC loss and reduced 

retinal function, however the phenotypes are milder and delayed compared to the 

observations from Hhcy-exposed primary RGCs (Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et 

al., 2015). These results indicate that RGCs are more sensitive to Hcy in the in vitro 

isolated conditions than in the in vivo conditions, suggesting the presence of a buffering 

mechanism in the intact retina to protect RGCs from Hhcy-induced excitotoxicity and 

apoptosis. In the current study I postulate that this buffering mechanism involves retinal 

Müller glial cells owing to their key role in retinal antioxidant defense mechanisms and 
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retinal homeostasis. Studying the effect of Hcy on glial cells will improve the 

understanding of Hhcy-induced RGC degeneration. There is no information as to how 

retinal glial cells respond to Hhcy. Interestingly, our preliminary results showed that 

Müller cells, the predominant glial cell in retina, are less sensitive to Hcy exposures 

compared to RGCs. In contrast to increased oxidative stress in Hhcy exposed primary 

RGCs, the Hhcy exposure decreased oxidative stress in Müller glial cells. Additionally, 

in primary Müller cells the Hhcy exposure increased Nrf2 and downstream antioxidant 

gene expressions including the levels of glutathione (Navneet et al., 2009). These 

preliminary in vitro results indicate the compelling possibility of a compensatory 

mechanism mediated by the Müller glial antioxidant defense system in the Hhcy retina. 

Based on this I hypothesized that under conditions of Hhcy, Müller glial cells protect 

RGCs via the NRF2 antioxidant pathway. The experiments conducted in this thesis 

were designed to unravel a critical role that NRF2 has in RGC survival in Hhcy retina. 

The study specifically illustrates how NRF2 antioxidant defense system within the 

Müller glia is critical for RGC survival under conditions of Hhcy. The specific aims 

formulated to test the hypothesis are listed below. 

Aim I. Compare the sensitivity of primary Müller cells and RGCs to elevated 

levels of Hcy. To achieve this aim I treated primary mouse Müller cells with varying 

levels of Hcy and assessed (a) viability, (b) oxidative stress levels, (c) expression of 

Nrf2 (gene and protein level), (d) expression of down-stream antioxidants in the Nrf2 

pathway, (e) glutathione levels (GSH) and (f) mitochondrial activity, and compared the 

results with those of Hcy-treated RGCs.  
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Aim II. Determine the extent to which deletion of the Nrf2 gene exacerbates or 

accelerates the RGC loss in endogenous models of Hhcy. To achieve this aim, I 

crossbred mice that have enzymatic deficiencies of either MTHFR (Mtfhr+/-) or CBS 

(Cbs+/-) (rendering them moderately hyperhomocysteinemic) with Nrf2-/- mice.  I used 

several functional and structural outcome measures to compare RGC loss in the 

presence/absence of NRF2.  

Aim III. Determine the extent to which the Müller glial cell NRF2 antioxidant 

defense mechanisms protect RGCs in Hhcy using neuron-glia co-culture systems. 

To achieve this aim, I co-cultured RGCs isolated from wild type (WT) mouse retina 

with Müller cells isolated from  either WT or Nrf2-/- mouse retinas, and then detected 

the apoptosis in RGCs subjected to Hcy treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of hypothesis. 
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Review of the Literature 

Homocysteine (Hcy) is a sulfur containing excitatory amino acid, which stands in 

the intersection of transsulfuration and remethylation pathways.  In the transsulfuration 

pathway Hcy is converted into cysteine and in the remethylation pathway Hcy is involved 

in the formation of methionine.  Epidemiological studies have reported that an elevation of   

Hcy or Hyperhomocysteinemia (Hhcy) is associated with several retinal degenerative 

diseases including glaucoma (Turgut et al., 2010; Clement et al., 2009; Aboobakar et al., 

2017). Mouse models of Hhcy exhibit retinal degeneration especially retinal ganglion cell 

(RGC) loss (Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 2015). The findings are significant 

considering the prevalence of moderate Hhcy in the population. Despite its significance, 

very little is known about the mechanism of Hhcy associated RGC degeneration. Previous 

studies have reported that Hcy induced neuronal death including RGC death is associated 

with NMDA receptor overactivation and increased oxidative stress (Ganapathy et al., 

2011b). We found in our in vitro studies that Hcy exposure increases the expression of key 

antioxidant gene Nrf2 in Müller glial cells. By focusing on the effects of Hcy on Müller 

glial cells and RGCs this thesis seeks to unravel whether glial activation of NRF2 has a 

protective role in the in vivo Hhcy retina. The results indicate that Müller glial specific 

NRF2 is critical for RGC survival under Hhcy conditions. As the thesis continues the 

discussion about the role of Hcy in the retina, I have included in this literature review the 

basics of eye, retina, retinal cells (particularly Müller cells and RGCs) along with the 

updated review of Hcy-associated retinal diseases. 
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The Eye: Eye is the light-sensing organ in the body, which sends the visual information 

to the brain. Eye is mainly comprised of three tunics: the fibrous tunic, the vascular-

pigmented tunic and the innermost nervous tunic (Bloom and Fawcett, 1997). The outer 

most layer of the eye ball or the fibrous tunic consists of anterior cornea and posterior 

sclera. The vascular-pigmented tunic consists of iris, ciliary body and choroid. The 

innermost nervous tunic is the retina (Fig. 2). Sclera is hard and firm and forms the shape 

of the eye. Sclera is made up of flat bundles of collagen fibers, networks of elastic bundles 

and occasional flattened fibroblast cells between. The cornea is avascular and depends on 

the diffusion of oxygen from the atmosphere or from the aqueous humor for functioning. 

The middle tunic of the eye ball includes choroid, ciliary body and iris. Choroid is the 

highly vascular tissue found just beneath the sclera. Ciliary body is critical for the 

suspension of the lens and is important in changing the shape and position of the lens for 

the optimal focusing of an image on the retina. Ciliary body is also involved in the secretion 

of aqueous humor. The iris is a pigmented vascular portion that arises from the ciliary body. 

Contraction and dilation of the specialized muscles in the iris helps to increase and reduce 

the diameter of the pupil. This special capability to regulate the diameter of the pupil via 

the iris enables vision over a wide range of light intensities.  

Cornea, lens and vitreous body together make the refractive media of the eye. The 

biconvex lens has specialized cells which make it is elastic and transparent.  The eye can 

be divided into three chambers: anterior, posterior and vitreous chamber (Fig. 2). The 

anterior chamber is the space between cornea and the iris. The posterior chamber is the 

space between iris and the lens. The vitreous chamber is the space between lens and the 

retina. Anterior and posterior chambers are filled with a clear watery fluid known as 
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aqueous humor. Aqueous humor is produced by ciliary epithelium, which is the structure 

supporting the lens. The secretion of aqueous humor and regulation of its outflow are 

critical to maintain the optimum intraocular pressure (IOP) (Goel et al., 2010). Elevated 

levels of IOP can lead to optic nerve damage and vision loss, and accompanies many forms 

of glaucoma. The vitreous body is positioned between the lens and the retina and is a 

transparent and gelatinous mass, which is made up of hyaluronic acid, thin collagen fibers 

and has a few cells known as hyalocytes. 99% of the vitreous body is made up of water. 
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Retina: Retina is the third tunic or the innermost tunic of the eye ball (fig. 2). 

Specialized cells in the retina called neurons convert the light signals into electrical signals 

and send the visual information to the brain via the optic nerve (Gregg et al., 2018). Retina 

is part of the central nervous system and is formed from the neural tube. Retinal neurons 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of eye ball and enlarged view of the retina. 
Retinal neurons convert the light signals to electrical signals and send the 

visual information to the brain via the optic nerve. Abbreviations: RGC 

retinal ganglion cells, MC Müller glial cell, AC amacrine cell, BP bipolar 

cell, HC horizontal cell, PR photoreceptors, RPE retinal pigment epithelium. 
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are organized in three different layers (Fig. 3). The neural retina consists of multiple 

neuronal and synaptic layers. Three main neuronal layers of retina are the outer nuclear 

layer (ONL), inner nuclear layer (INL) and the innermost layer ganglion cell layer (GCL). 

Photoreceptors (the rods and cones) reside in the ONL.  INL includes three retinal neuronal 

types: bipolar cells, amacrine cells and horizontal cells. The light reaches the eye and is 

converted into electrical signal by the photoreceptors. These electrical signals will be 

transferred to the ganglion cells via the cells in the INL.  The outer plexiform layer (OPL) 

is the synaptic layer, in which the photoreceptors in the ONL synapse with neurons in the 

INL. Inner plexiform layer (IPL) is the synaptic layer in which the neurons in the INL 

synapse with cells in the ganglion cell layer. The ganglion cell layer has not only retinal 

ganglion cells (RGCs) but also amacrine cells. Axons of RGCs converge to form the nerve 

fiber layer (NFL). At the optic disc the axons of the NFL exit the eye to form the optic 

nerve, which transfers visual information from retina to brain (Gregg et al., 2018). A 

number of studies suggest that of all retinal neurons, RGCs are the most vulnerable retinal 

cell type to Hhcy (Moore et al., 2001; Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 2015; 

Navneet et al., 2018).  

Synaptic layers in the retina: Neuronal layers are connected by respective synaptic 

layers in the retina (Fig 3). The synaptic layers are critical for transferring information 

between the neuronal layers. The dense dendritic network of photoreceptors make 

connection with the bipolar cells and horizontal cells at the outer plexiform layer (OPL). 

The axons of the bipolar cells synapse with dendrites of RGCs and amacrine cells in the 

inner plexiform layer (IPL). IPL thinning has been implicated as an early feature of 

glaucoma, which precedes RGC impairment in optic neuropathies (Shin et al., 2018). 
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Thinning of the NFL, the innermost layer formed by the axons of RGCs has also been 

reported in diseases characterized by RGC loss. However, NFL thinning lags behind the 

RGC soma loss in experimental models of RGC degeneration. Detectable reduction in NFL 

thickness is observed only after the RGC soma loss in optic nerve crush models of RGC 

loss (Munguba et al., 2014).  Collective thinning of IPL and NFL is an excellent indicator 

of RGC impairment (Lumbroso & Rispoli., 2012). The in vivo imaging technique Spectral 

Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT) is a powerful tool to analyze the 

thickness of retinal layers in vivo. It is used routinely in humans as well as animal models 

of visual dysfunction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Histology of the retina.  In the retina cells are organized in 

different layers.  Individual retinal layers are labeled in a 

photomicrograph of hematoxylin and eosin stained retinal cross-section. 

Abbreviations: NFL nerve fiber layer, GCL ganglion cell layer, IPL inner 

plexiform layer, INL inner nuclear layer, OPL outer plexiform layer, 

ONL outer nuclear layer, RPE retinal pigment epithelium. 
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Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs): RGCs reside in the ganglion cell layer of the retina.  

They carry visual information from the retina to higher order visual centers in the brain 

through their axons. Despite its complexity, researchers have tried to classify RGCs, based 

on their morphology, physiological properties and gene expression. It has been postulated 

that there are ~ 30 types of RGCs in the retina (Sanes and Masland, 2015). RGCs share 

several common features. The general cell surface markers specific to RGCs include Thy1,   

Brn3 and beta-3- tubulin (Xiang et al., 1995; Badea et al., 2009; Barnstable & Dräger., 

1984). A common feature of RGCs is their long axons; axons of RGCs form the NFL in 

the retina and exit the eye as optic nerve. Fibers cross at the optic chiasm, which is 

responsible for binocular vision and conduct visual information to the lateral geniculate 

nucleus (LGN) as the optic tract.  

Elongated axons of RGCs (with thickness 0.5-1μm and length ~ 50mm) literally 

connect the eye to the brain (Yu et al., 2013). RGCs receive the visual information from 

the photoreceptors via the bipolar cells and amacrine cells present in the inner nuclear layer 

(INL). The dendrites of all RGCs are arborized in the IPL (Sanes et al., 2015). The cell 

somas of RGCs are located in the ganglion cell layer, axons of each RGC make a 90° turn 

and together form the NFL and the optic nerve.  The RGC has the largest cell soma of all 

retinal neurons. Biogenesis of the organelles and cytoplasm occur in the cell soma of 

RGCs, and the axonal and dendritic functions of RGCs rely on the cell soma. (Yu et al., 

2013). Studies have shown that sensitivity of RGCs underlies several optic neuropathies 

including glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy.  Interestingly, studies have reported 

increased RGC loss and NFL thinning in mouse models of Hhcy (Ganapathy et al., 2009, 
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Markand et al., 2015). In the current study I investigated the mechanisms of Hhcy-induced 

RGC degeneration by focusing on the RGC-glial cell interactions in the retina.  

Retinal glial cells: A major cell type in the retina is the glial cell, which provides trophic 

support to retinal neurons and maintains retinal homeostasis. The glial cells of retina are 

classified into two main groups: microglia and macroglia. Microglia are the immune cells 

in the retina. Microglia play a critical role in neuronal survival during development of 

healthy retina by regulating programmed cell death. In the diseased retina, 

proinflammatory neurotoxic cytokines produced by the microglia potentiate the neuronal 

death (Silverman et al., 2018). Macroglia of the retina include Müller glial cells and 

astrocytes.  Astrocytes are located in the GCL/NFL of vertebrate retina and have several 

neuroprotective functions including the maintenance of blood retinal barrier. Müller glial 

cells are considered as the principal macroglia of vertebrate retina.  They have cell bodies 

in the INL and elongated processes spanning the entire thickness of the retina. They 

ensheathe/contact all retinal neurons and blood vessels (Newman et al., 1996). Müller cells 

maintain the structural and functional integrity of the retina by providing trophic support 

to all neuronal subtypes in the retina. Müller glia provide antioxidants to support neurons. 

They deliver neurotransmitter precursors and take up the metabolic waste in the retina 

(Bringmann et al., 2006). The current study explores the role of Müller cells in Hhcy retina. 

Müller cells: Müller cells span the entire thickness of the retina and directly interact 

with retinal neurons and maintain the retinal homeostasis. Müller cells play a critical role 

in protecting retinal neurons from stress. Müller cells maintain the structural and functional 

integrity of the retina by providing trophic support to all neuronal subtypes in the retina. 

Müller cells provide growth factors and antioxidants to retinal neurons.  They take up and 
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degrade excess neurotransmitters such as glutamate (Bringmann et al., 2001) and 

constantly clean up the extracellular space in the retina. In both healthy and diseased retina 

Müller cells play critical role in protecting the retinal neurons. 

Functions of Müller cells: Proper functioning of Müller cells is essential for the 

survival of retinal neurons. Müller cells provide the structural integrity to the retina and 

maintain the layered organization of the retina. Müller cells maintain the pH and balance 

the water content in the extracellular space in the retinal tissue. Abundant K+ channels 

present on the membrane of the Müller cells allow them to remove excess K+ ions expelled 

by the active neurons in the extracellular space. The K+ ions will then be redistributed by 

the Müller cells to other channels in the the vitreous body /blood vessels /subretinal space 

(Bringmann and Reichenbach., 2001).  

 Selective Müller cell death can lead to retinal dysplasia, neuronal apoptosis, 

retinal degeneration and proliferation of retinal epithelial cells (RPE) (Bringmann and 

Reichenbach, 2001). Müller cells play a critical role in protecting retinal neurons including 

RGCs from excitotoxins. Neurotransmitters such as glutamate are integral part of the 

nervous system required for proper communication between neurons via synapses. High 

levels of extracellular neurotransmitter (such as glutamate) can lead to overactivation of 

subtypes of neuronal receptors, such as n-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) rceptors  and this 

can lead to excitotoxicity and death of neurons.  Müller cells can detoxify the extracellular 

space by taking up of excess levels of glutamate. Glutamate uptake by Müller cells are 

critical for RGC function and survival. The major way to take up glutamate in Müller cells 

is via the glutamate-aspartate transporter (GLAST) (Sarthy et al., 2005). Experimental 

inhibition of glutamate uptake in Müller cells leads to neuronal excitotoxicity even at lower 
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concentrations of glutamate (Reichenbach., 2013). Müller cells also have the capability to 

degrade glutamate once it is taken up. Within the Müller glia glutamate is converted into 

glutamine by the enzyme glutamine synthetase (Linser et al., 1979). Glutamate can also be 

utilised for the synthesis of glutathione (a tripeptide formed from glutamate, glycine and 

cysteine). The glutathione can be resupplied to retinal neurons as a main antioxidant.  

Glutamine is delivered to neurons and is used as a precursor for the synthesis of the 

neurotransmitter glutamate within the neurons. When glutamine synthetase is 

experimentally blocked in Müller cells, retinal neurons lack glutamate and animals have 

interrupted visual transmission (Bringmann and Reichenbach., 2001). Thus glutamine 

delivered by Müller cells via the activity of Müller glial enzyme glutamine synthetase is 

essential for the neuronal survival in the retina.  

Role of Müller cells in retinal diseases: Compared to retinal neurons Müller cells 

are less susceptible to stresses. Under pathological conditions Müller cells undergo reactive 

gliosis. Most retinal diseases are associated with Müller cell gliosis. Müller cells can 

respond to pathological stimuli in different ways: reactive gliosis can occur as cellular 

hypertrophy, proliferation, upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) or 

vimentin in Müller cells (Bringmann and Reichenbach, 2001). In healthy retina both 

astrocytes and Müller cells express vimentin, whereas GFAP is expressed mainly in the 

astrocytes in healthy retina (Bignami et al., 1979; Schnitzer et al., 1988). In pathological 

conditions, Müller cells upregulate the expression of GFAP. Increased GFAP expression 

is normally considered as an indicator of Müller cell gliosis or retinal pathology 

(Bringmann and Reichenbach., 2001). Increased GFAP expression has been observed in 

retinal diseases such as mechanical injury, glaucoma and retinal detachment. Müller glial 
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hypertrophy is observed in conditions such as retinal light damage, retinal detachment and 

ischemia. Increased gliosis has been observed in the retinas of Hhcy mouse models, 

indicating the involvement of glial cells in Hhcy associated retinal pathology (Markand et 

al., 2015). Müller cell activation or gliosis can exacerbate or reduce the neuronal apoptosis 

depending upon the injury. Although massive gliosis is detrimental to retina, 

“conservative” Müller cell gliosis due to transient Müller cell proliferation is 

neuroprotective. Conservative gliosis leads to increased secretion of growth factors such 

as basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) (Bringmann et al., 2000; Fischer et al., 2001). 

Energy depletion in Müller cells is observed in hepatic retinopathy patients with liver 

insufficiency. In diabetic retinopathy gliosis and apoptosis of Müller cells accompany RGC 

apoptosis (Hammes et al., 1995). The compromised Müller glial function associated with 

increased gliosis may contribute to blood retinal barrier leakage in diabetic retinopathy. 

Altogether, studies show that compromised Müller glial function is associated with several 

retinal diseases that are characterized by the RGC apoptosis, indicating the critical role 

Müller cell has in promoting the RGC survival in both diseases and healthy retina.  

Müller cells protect retinal neurons including RGCs from excitotoxicity 

and oxidative stress:  Human retina contains ~ 8-10 million Müller cells (Bringmann 

et al., 2012). Each Müller cell represents a single functional unit along with associated 

retinal neurons. Müller cells and neurons are constantly interacting within the living retina. 

Neurons in the retina are constantly exposed to excitotoxicity and oxidative stress. One 

major way the retina buffers this increased oxidative stress and excitotoxicity is via Müller 

glial cells. Müller cells protect retinal neurons from excitotoxicity and subsequent elevation 

of oxidative stress by actively clearing excess glutamate from the extracellular retinal 
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space.  Compromised uptake of glutamate by Müller cells has been proposed as a possible 

cause of RGC apoptosis in glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy. Improving glutamate uptake 

by Müller cells may prevent the progression of these diseases (Bringmann and 

Reichenbach, 2001).   

Müller cells are the main supplier of key antioxidants including glutathione in the 

retina. Neurons in the retina are constantly exposed to oxidative stress. Müller cells 

synthesize the tripeptide glutathione from glutamate, cysteine and glycine and release it in 

response to oxidative stress. The amount of glutathione synthesized in Müller cells is 

proportional to their ability to take up the peptide precursors. Reduced uptake by Müller 

cells decreases glutathione availability in the retina, which in turn exacerbates retinal 

oxidative stress (Bringmann et al., 2012). Decreased level of Müller glial glutathione has 

been observed in aging and retinal degenerations (Ishikawa, 2013; Bringmann and 

Reichenbach, 2001; Bringmann et al., 2013). In my study I have evaluated the levels of 

glutathione in primary Müller cells subjected to Hhcy exposure to understand their role in 

protecting RGCs in the in vivo Hhcy retina. In addition to glutathione Müller cells are the 

main mediator of key antioxidant gene Nrf2 in the retina. Immunostaining of retinal cross 

sections indicates that in the retina NRF2 is predominantly located in Müller glial cells (Xu 

et al., 2014). In the current study I investigated the role of Müller glial specific NRF2 in 

RGC survival in the Hhcy retina. 

NRF2 antioxidant pathway: Transcriptional activation of several cytoprotective 

antioxidant genes are mediated by the cis-acting antioxidant response element (ARE), 

found in their promotor region.  Activation of gene transcription through the ARE is mainly 

mediated by Nrf2 (nuclear factor E2-related factor 2) (Nguyen et al., 2009). The NRF2-
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pathway is a critical defense mechanism in most cells to quell oxidative stress. It is a key 

regulator for the transcription of ~500 antioxidant genes in cells. Under normal conditions 

NRF2 is bound to a protein called Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1) in the 

cytoplasm, which is anchored by the actin cytoskeleton. This interaction retains the NRF2 

protein in the cytoplasm during unstressed condition (Kensler et al., 2007) and is critical 

to maintain minimal expression levels of antioxidant genes under normal physiological 

conditions in the cytosol. In the presence of stress stimuli, such as oxidative stress or 

electrophiles, NRF2 is liberated from the NRF2-KEAP1 complex and is guided to the 

nucleus by the nuclear localization signal (NLS) (Theodore et al., 2008). Nrf2 activation 

increases the protein expression levels of NRF2 in the nucleus. A mouse model generated 

with Keap1 deficiency has increased expression level of NRF2 in the nucleus and also has 

higher expression levels of antioxidant genes downstream of Nrf2 (Kensler et al., 2007).   

Cysteine residues in KEAP1 are responsible for detection of stress which liberates NRF2 

for nuclear translocation. As aging progress the expression levels of Nrf2 and antioxidant 

levels decreases significantly in rat liver cells (Kensler et al., 2007). 
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Role of NRF2 in retinal diseases: Increased oxidative stress is the leading cause of 

age related neurodegenerative diseases including retinal diseases (Chrysostomou et al., 

2013; McElnea et al., 2011). Nrf2 is a key antioxidant gene that has the ability to regulate 

the transcriptional activation of several antioxidant genes. Transcriptional activity of NRF2 

reduces with aging and this may contribute to age related neurodegenerative models. The 

symptoms of neurodegeneration are exacerbated in the absence of Nrf2 in the experimental 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of nuclear factor erythroid 2–related 

factor 2 (Nrf2) antioxidant pathway. Under normal conditions Nrf2 is found 

in the cytoplasm bound to its activation inhibitor Keap1. Keap 1 protein inhibits 

the activation Nrf2 signaling by promoting the ubiquitination of Nrf2 and 

subsequent degradation via the proteasomal system. Mild oxidative stress or 

Nrf2 activators liberates Nrf2 from the Nrf2-Keap1 complex and as a results 

Nrf2 translocate into the nucleus.  In the nucleus Nrf2 activates the transcription 

of several antioxidant genes including Hmox1, Nqo1, Catalase and SOD.  
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models (Rojo et al., 2017).  The protective role of NRF2 has been mentioned in retinal 

degenerative diseases extensively. Overexpression of Nrf2 is beneficial for retinal neuronal 

health in congenital models of retinal disease (Xiong et al., 2015). NRF2 has critical role 

in the maintenance of RGC health in the retina. Activation of Nrf2 ameliorates the RGC 

impairment in elevated ocular hypertension models of glaucoma (Wang et al., 2019). 

Absence of Nrf2 exacerbates the loss of RGCs and its activation reduces RGC loss in the 

optic nerve crush model of retinal degeneration (Himori et al., 2013).  The protective roles 

of Nrf2 activators such as CDDO-Im (2-Cyano-3,12-dioxooleana-1,9-dien-28-

imidazolide), monomethyl fumarate (MMF) and sulforaphane (SF) have been 

demonstrated in retinal diseases (Liu et al., 2018). 

Homocysteine (Hcy) metabolism: The sulfur containing amino acid Hcy sits at the 

intersection of the transsulfuration and remethylation pathways (Fig. 5). In the 

transsulfuration pathway Hcy is converted to cysteine by the removal of a methyl group.  

In the remethylation pathway, methionine is formed from Hcy by the addition of a methyl 

group. Methionine can be converted back to Hcy when it loses one methyl group (Fig. 6). 

All these conversions happen with the aid of several enzymes and cofactors. The enzymes 

methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) and methionine synthase (MS) are critical 

regulators of remethylation pathway, which involves the conversion of Hcy to methionine. 

Methionine thus formed will be converted to s-adenosyl methionine (SAM). SAM is 

converted into s-adenosyl homocysteine (SAH) when it loses a methyl group and SAH is 

then converted back to Hcy. Hence this pathway is considered as reversible.  However, the 

transsulfuration pathway, which involves the synthesis of cysteine is irreversible. In this 

pathway Hcy is first converted to cystathionine in the presence of the enzyme 
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cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS) and vitamin B6. Cystathionine is then converted to 

cysteine by the enzyme cystathionine-γ-lyase. Cysteine is then be utilized in the synthesis 

of glutathione, hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and taurine. The level of Hcy in the body is 

regulated by both genetic and nutritional factors. Deficiency of key enzymes or cofactors 

in the pathways such as MTHFR/CBS/vitamins (B12/B6/folate) can disturb the Hcy 

metabolism and can lead to the accumulation of excess levels of Hcy in the blood. This 

condition is known as Hyperhomocysteinemia (Hhcy).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Homocysteine (Hcy) metabolic pathway. Hcy is involved in both 

remethylation and transsulfuration pathways. In the remethylation pathway 

homocysteine is converted into methionine.  The enzyme MTHFR and cofactors 

including vitamin B12 and folate are critical for this pathway. Alternatively, in 

the transulfuration pathway Hcy is converted into cysteine with the help of the 

rate limiting enzyme CBS and Vitamin B6. Deficiency of any of the enzymes 

or cofactors involved in the Hcy metabolism can increase the level of Hcy in 

the body and this condition is called hyperhomocysteinemia.  
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Clinical relevance of Hcy: It is interesting that the studies investigating the 

pathophysiological role of elevated Hcy levels started from early clinical reports indicating 

the casualties of patients with severe hyperhomocysteinemia or hyperhomocystinuria. 

These patients had significantly higher levels of Hcy in their blood and urine. 

Cardiovascular problems, lens dislocation, mental retardation and skeletal abnormalities 

are common in the patients with severe Hhcy (> 100µM) (McCully, 1969; Selhub, 1999). 

Increased level of Hcy has been postulated as an independent risk factor for cardiovascular 

diseases. According to American Heart Association (AHA) advisory statement, plasma 

Hcy concentrations of 5-15 μmol/L is considered as normal range, Hcy levels between 15-

30μmol/L is moderately elevated, Hcy levels between 31-100 μmol/L is intermediately 

elevated and an Hcy levels >100 μmol/L is considered as severely elevated Hhcy (Malinow 

et al., 1999). Severely elevated Hcy levels are pathognomonic for an inborn error of Hcy 

metabolism causing homocystinuria (Maron et al., 2009). Severe Hhcy has been found in 

patients with a rare genetic disorder of CBS homozygous deficiency. Plasma Hcy levels in 

these patients exceeds 100μM. Venous thromboembolism, premature atherosclerosis, 

osteoporosis, developmental and ocular abnormalities are common in these patients with 

severe Hhcy (Fay, 2012). Moderate elevations of Hcy caused by heterozygous mutations 

in the regulatory enzymes or by nutritional deficiencies in the vitamins folate, B12, or B6, 

are the most common forms of Hhcy in general population. During past decades a number 

of epidemiological studies have been published indicating a significant association 

between elevated plasma level of Hcy and cardiovascular diseases (Fay, 2012; Refsum et 

al., 1998; Esse et al., 2019; Mangoni et al., 2012). In addition to this prevalence in 

cardiovascular diseases its role has been extensively reported in neurodegenerative 
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diseases. Hhcy has been reported in neurodegenarative diseases such as dementia including 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease (Mattson et al., 2003; Obeid et al., 2006; Seshadri et 

al., 2002; Kruman et al., 2002; Bhattacharjee et al., 2016). Retina is a tissue containing 

both vascular and neuronal elements, thus questions arise as to whether elevated levels of 

Hcy is associated with retinal diseases.  

 

 

Role of Hhcy in retinal diseases: A plethora of clinical studies indicate significant 

association between Hhcy and retinal pathology. Hhcy has been observed in diabetic 

retinopathy patients with type 2 diabetes (Brazionis et al., 2008; Xu C et al., 2014). Hhcy 

has been reported in patients with pseudoexfoliation glaucoma (PXFG), primary open-

Figure 6. Structural 

details of homocysteine 

and its derivatives. In 

the remethylation 

pathway, methionine is 

formed from 

homocysteine by the 

addition of a methyl 

group. In the 

transsulfuration pathway 

cysteine is formed from 

homocysteine by the 

removal of a methyl 

group. 
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angle glaucoma (POAG) and normal tension glaucoma (NTG) (Clemet et al., 2009; 

Cumurcu et al., 2006; Turgut et al., 2010; Bleich et al., 2014). The main characteristics of 

these diseases are retinal ganglion cell loss (RGCs). Consistent with the findings from 

population studies, our lab has reported earlier that RGCs are the most susceptible neuronal 

subtype in the retina to elevated Hcy levels. Both in vivo and in vitro models of Hhcy 

exhibit RGC degeneration. Evidence from in vitro studies indicate acute sensitivity of 

RGCs to Hhcy. 18-24h exposure of 50μM Hcy induces apoptosis and reduces cell viability 

of primary mouse RGCs (Dun et al., 2007; Ganapathy et al., 2011). Increased RGC death 

and reduced nerve fiber layer thickness have been observed in in vivo models of Hhcy 

(Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2001). As described RGCs are 

critical neurons whose axons form the optic nerve, which carry the vision signal from the 

eye to the brain. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of RGC death due to elevated 

Hcy levels is critical considering the prevalence of mild-moderate Hhcy in the general 

population (Fay, 2012). Previous findings from our lab indicate that Hhcy induces 

overactivation of the NMDA receptor, impairs mitochondrial health, increases oxidative 

stress and induces apoptosis in RGCs (Ganapathy et al., 2011a; Ganapathy et al 2011b). 

My research project has been built upon these significant observations.   

Mechanisms of Hcy cytotoxicity: One of the most frequently postulated 

mechanisms of Hcy associated neuronal death is via increased oxidative stress. A 

compelling study performed by Kruman and colleagues reveals that Hhcy induces DNA 

damage, oxidative stress and mitochondrial deficits (Kruman et al 2000) in primary 

hippocampal neurons.  In addition to these observations Kruman has also noted activation 

of poly-ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP) and NAD depletion in Hcy-associated 
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neurotoxicity. Hhcy-induced oxidative stress has been implicated not just in neurons but 

also in other cell types. In microvascular endothelial cells (MVEC) Hhcy activates 

protease-activated receptor-4 (PAR-4) and induces the production of reactive oxygen 

species by increasing NADPH oxidase, decreasing thioredoxin expression and reduces 

nitric oxide bioavailability (Tyagi et al., 2005). 

It is ironic that Hhcy increases oxidative stress in some cells as it serves as a 

precursor for several downstream antioxidant products including GSH in the 

transsulfuration pathway.  One possible way that Hhcy induces oxidative stress in neurons 

is via overactivation of NMDA receptors. NMDA receptors are the glutamate receptors 

expressed abundantly in the neurons. Hcy can act as an NMDA receptor agonist and it can 

bind to the glutamate binding site of NMDA receptors. Excess levels of extracellular Hcy 

lead to neuronal NMDA receptor overactivation, which increases calcium influx and 

elevates oxidative stress (Mattson et al., 2003; Poddar et al., 2009).  

Mechanisms of Hhcy induced RGC degeneration: RGCs are the most susceptible 

neuronal types to Hhcy in the retina. Increased RGC loss has been observed in both acute 

Hhcy mouse model (induced by intravitreal injection of Hcy) and genetic models of Hhcy 

(Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/-) (Moore et al., 2001; Markand et al., 2015; Ganapathy et al., 2009). In 

vitro studies in Hcy-exposed primary RGCs indicate acute sensitivity of RGCs to Hcy. 

Moderate Hhcy exposure induces apoptosis (within 18-24h) in isolated RGCs (Dun et al., 

2007). Elevated oxidative stress followed by NMDA receptor overactivation has been 

reported as a major mechanism of Hhcy-induced RGC death. Hhcy exposure increases the 

generation of potent oxidants including superoxides, peroxynitrites and nitric oxides (Fig. 

7). Hhcy exposure also impaires mitochondrial dynamics in primary RGCs (Ganapathy et 
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al., 2011a; Ganapathy et al., 2011b).  In my project I sought to understand the relationship 

of oxidative stress in Hhcy-induced RGC death, particularly exploring the role of the key 

antioxidant gene Nrf2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Mechanism of Hcy induced Neuronal and RGC 

toxicity. In primary RGCs and other neurons Hcy exposure leads 

to NMDA receptor overactivation and subsequent Ca2+ influx. 

Consequently, cytotoxic responses such as mitochondrial 

impairment and elevated oxidative stress level evoke DNA 

damage and lead to neuronal apoptosis. 
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Rationale 

 Compelling evidence from the scientific literature illustrates that Hcy is toxic to primary 

RGCs. Moderate-intermediate concentrations of Hcy [25-50 µM] are sufficient to induce 

apoptosis in primary RGCs cultured alone in the in vitro conditions (Dun et al., 2007; 

Ganapathy et al., 2011b). Understanding the mechanisms of RGC death induced by Hhcy 

is significant considering the prevalence of moderate Hhcy in general population (Leclerc 

et al., 2005; Gilbody et al., 2007). The most postulated mechanism of Hhcy induced RGC 

death is via elevation of intracellular oxidative stress. In primary neurons including the 

RGCs, Hcy exposure causes NMDA receptor overactivation and subsequent increase of 

calcium influx and oxidative stress (Lipton et al., 1997; Mattson et al., 2003; Ganapathy et 

al., 2011b; Navneet et al., 2019). In primary RGCs, Hhcy exposure increases the levels of 

superoxide, peroxynitrite, nitric oxide and general oxidative stress within hours of exposure 

(Ganapathy et al., 2011b). Additionally, impaired mitochondrial dynamics are evident in 

Hcy exposed primary RGCs (Ganapathy et al., 2011a). These in vitro findings indicate 

acute sensitivity of primary RGCs to Hcy. Interestingly, these in vitro results from primary 

RGCs do not reflect the level of stress that RGCs experience in in vivo Hhcy retina. In the 

intact retina, RGCs interact with other cell types. This raises the question: do the RGCs in 

the in vitro exhibit the same level of mitochondrial impairment, oxidative stress and DNA 

damage as those in the in vivo Hhcy retina?  The in vivo studies show that in contrast to the 

in vitro response to Hhcy, in vivo models of moderate Hhcy (Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/- mouse 

models) exhibit a mild and delayed RGC degeneration phenotype. Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/- mice 
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exhibit modest RGC degeneration. As the mice age, RGC degeneration progresses slowly 

in these mouse models (Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 2015). The mild Hcy 

toxicity in the in vivo conditions suggests the presence of a buffering mechanism in vivo 

that protects RGCs under conditions of elevated Hcy. This prompted us to study the effects 

of Hcy in Müller glial cells. Müller cells are the principal glial cells in the retina and they 

maintain support to retinal neurons. I investigated how Müller glial cells respond to Hhcy. 

Most interestingly, my preliminary observations in Hhcy-exposed primary Müller cells 

indicated that Müller cells have differential sensitivity to Hhcy. In RGCs Hcy increases 

oxidative stress and reduces the cell viability, whereas in Müller cells Hhcy exposure 

decreases the oxidative stress and does not reduce the cell viability. Only 

supraphysiological concentrations of Hhcy (4mM or above) have induced dose dependent 

cell death and oxidative stress in Müller cells (Navneet et al., 2019). In Müller glial cells 

Hcy induced robust upregulation of key antioxidant gene Nrf2 and several of its 

downstream antioxidant targets including glutathione. I have published the studies in 2019 

and this is the first manuscript included in this thesis (Navneet et al., 2019). Thus, in 

contrast to the cytotoxic effects of Hcy in primary RGCs, I observed a cytoprotective 

response of Hcy in primary Müller glial cells. The robust antioxidant response of Hcy in 

Müller glia might have a protective role in Hhcy retina promoting RGC survival (Navneet 

et al., 2019). Based on these preliminary observations and Müller cell’s role in retinal 

homeostasis I hypothesized that under conditions of Hhcy, Müller cells protect RGCs via 

the NRF2 antioxidant pathway. Experimental data in this thesis strongly support the critical 

role that Müller glial specific NRF2 has in promoting the RGC survival in Hhcy retina. My 

subsequent studies evaluated the contribution of NRF2 for Hcy-induced RGC death and 
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were fully described in the second manuscript of this thesis. This paper has been published 

in the journal Redox Biology (Navneet et al., Redox Biology, 2019). 
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Abstract 

This study evaluated the effects of elevated homocysteine (Hcy) on the oxidative stress 

response in retinal Müller glial cells.  Elevated Hcy has been implicated in retinal diseases 

including glaucoma and optic neuropathy, which are characterized by retinal ganglion cell 

(RGC) loss. To understand the mechanisms of Hcy-induced RGC loss, in vitro and in vivo 

models have been utilized.  In vitro isolated RGCs are quite sensitive to elevated Hcy 

levels, while in vivo murine models of hyperhomocysteinemia (HHcy) demonstrate a more 

modest RGC loss (~20%) over a period of many months. This differential response to Hcy 

between isolated cells and the intact retina suggests that the retinal milieu invokes 

mechanisms that buffer excess Hcy.  Oxidative stress has been implicated as a mechanism 

of Hcy-induced neuron loss and NRF2 is a transcription factor that plays a major role in 

regulating cytoprotective responses to oxidative stress. In the present study we investigated 

whether HHcy upregulates NRF2-mediated stress responses in Müller cells, the chief 

retinal glial cell responsible for providing trophic support to retinal neurons. Primary 

Müller cells were exposed to L-Hcy-thiolactone [50µM–10mM] and assessed for viability, 

reactive oxygen species (ROS), and glutathione (GSH) levels. Gene/protein levels of Nrf2 

and levels of NRF2-regulated antioxidants (NQO1, CAT, SOD2, HMOX1, GPX1) were 

assessed in Hcy-exposed Müller cells. Unlike isolated RGCs, isolated Müller cells are 

viable over a wide range of Hcy concentrations [50µM – 1mM].  Moreover, when exposed 

to elevated Hcy, Müller cells demonstrate decreased oxidative stress and decreased ROS 

levels.  GSH levels increased by ~20% within 24h exposure to Hcy. Molecular analyses 

revealed 2-fold increase in Nrf2 expression.  Expression of antioxidant genes Nqo1, Cat, 

Sod2, Hmox1, Gpx1 increased significantly. The consequences of Hcy exposure were 

evaluated also in Müller cells harvested from Nrf2-/- mice.  In contrast to WT Müller cells, 
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in which oxidative stress decreased upon exposure to Hcy, the Nrf2-/- Müller cells showed 

a significant increase in oxidative stress. Our data suggest that at least during early stages 

of Hhcy, a cytoprotective response may be in place, mediated in part by NRF2 in Müller 

cells.  

Highlights:  

 Homocysteine (Hcy) is an excitatory amino acid that has been implicated in loss of 

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in conditions such as exfoliative glaucoma.  

 

 While several studies report vulnerability of isolated RGCs to elevated Hcy, there have 

been few studies of the effects of excess Hcy on isolated Müller cells.   

 

 Primary Müller cells exposed to excess Hcy did not demonstrate altered viability nor 

increased oxidative stress, which is observed in Hcy-exposed RGCs.  Instead, Müller 

cells demonstrated a cytoprotective response characterized by increased levels of 

antioxidants and increased expression of Nrf2.   

 

 Müller cells isolated from Nrf2-/- mice show decreased viability and increased levels of 

oxidative stress compared with wildtype Müller cells, underscoring the importance of 

Nrf2 as an important mediator of oxidative stress in Müller cells.    
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Introduction  

This study addresses the consequences in retinal Müller glial cells of exposure to 

excess homocysteine (Hcy). Hcy is an excitatory non-proteinogenic amino acid formed by 

the demethylation of methionine.  It sits at the intersection of the remethylation and 

transsulfuration pathways (Ubbink et al, 1996; Selhub, 1999). Enzymes involved in the 

remethylation pathway include methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) and 

methionine synthase, which in the presence of folate and vitamin B12, convert Hcy to 

methionine used in DNA methyltransfer reactions.  Enzymes involved in the 

transsulfuration pathway include cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS) and cystathionine-γ-

lyase, which in the presence of vitamin B6 form cysteine used to produce glutathione 

(GSH), hydrogen sulfide and taurine.  Dietary deficiency of folate or B vitamins can lead 

to elevated plasma Hcy, a condition termed hyperhomocysteinemia (Hhcy) (Clarke et al, 

1991; Jacques et al, 1996; Cantu et al, 2004).   Deficiency of the aforementioned enzymes 

is a common cause of Hhcy, with the most frequent mutation involving MTHFR (677 

CT) (Leclerc et al, 2005). There is a significant association between Hhcy, 

neurodegenerative and cardiovascular diseases (Clarke et al, 1991; Boushey et al, 1995; 

Duan et al, 2002; Seshadri et al, 2002; Obeid and Herrmann, 2006; Religa et al, 2006).   

Retina is a neurovascular tissue prompting interest in the role of Hhcy in retinal 

disease (Ajith and Ranimenon, 2015).  Several studies implicate Hhcy in the pathogenesis 

of retinopathies involving retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) such as exfoliation glaucoma 

(Leibovitch et al, 2003; Bleich et al, 2004; Puustjarvi, et al, 2004; Roedl et al, 2007), which 

is the most common secondary form of glaucoma worldwide (Ritch, 1994).  The exact role 

of Hhcy in this disease, remains to be determined (Xu et al, 2012; Li et al, 2016; Pasquale 
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et al, 2016).  In at least two murine models of Hhcy, there is significant reduction of RGCs 

and compromised visual function.  In mice with deficiency of Mthfr, there is ~20% loss of 

RGCs in mice at 24 wks, decreased NFL thickness and reduced positive scotopic threshold 

response (Markand et al, 2015). In mice with deficiency of Cbs, there is also ~20% loss of 

RGCs and delayed visual evoked potentials in mice by 30 wks (Ganapathy et al, 2009; Yu 

et al, 2012).   Administration of Hcy intravitreally in rodents induces RGC loss, the 

severity of which is dose-dependent (Moore et al, 2001; Chang et al, 2011).    

Efforts to determine the mechanism by which Hhcy preferentially induces RGC 

loss have utilized primary RGC culture as a model system (Ganapathy et al, 2011a; 

Ganapathy et al, 20011b).  ~50-60% of RGCs, purified by immunopanning, die within 18 

h exposure to 50µM Hcy-thiolactone (Dun et al, 2007), whereas in the endogenous (in 

vivo) models, the loss of RGCs is more modest (~20%).  This observation suggests that in 

vivo there are cellular and molecular mechanisms that buffer excess Hcy and dampen the 

deleterious consequences of moderate Hhcy to RGCs.  We hypothesize that retinal Müller 

cells play a role in this process.  Müller cells are the principal retinal glial cells; they 

maintain homeostasis by providing trophic support to retinal neurons including RGCs 

(Bringmann et al, 2006; Bringmann et al, 2009).     

Evidence from studies of several cell types, including neurons, suggests that 

oxidative stress is a major mechanism by which Hhcy induces cellular damage (Kruman 

et al, 2000; Ho et al, 2001; Bhattacharjee et al, 2016). In response to oxidative stress, 

Müller cells upregulate the gene encoding nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 

(NRF2), which is an important antioxidant molecule that regulates transcription of more 

than 500 antioxidant/cytoprotective genes (Sporn and Liby, 2012; Gorrini et al, 2013).  
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There have been no studies of the effects of Hhcy on Müller cells. Here we evaluated the 

effects of Hhcy on the viability of primary retinal Müller cells and analyzed the oxidative 

stress response of Müller cells to excess Hcy, specifically focusing on its effects related to 

NRF2.    

Materials and methods 

 

Animals, cell culture and Hcy treatment 

C57Bl/6J mice were the source of retinal cells used in this study.  The mice were 

the offspring of our breeding colony.  Original breeding pairs, obtained from the Jackson 

Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME), were maintained and their offspring utilized according to 

our IACUC approved protocol, which is consistent with the NIH guide for care and use of 

laboratory animals and complies with ARRIVE guidelines.  Müller cells were also isolated 

from Nrf2-/- mice, generated on the C57BL/6 background. Details about Nrf2-/- mice have 

been described (Kaidery et al, 2013).   

Isolation of Müller cells from P6-7 day old pups followed our published protocol 

(Jiang et al, 2006; Mysona et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2015) based on the method of Hicks 

and Cortois (1990). The decision to isolate cells from mice at this age was based upon 3H-

thymidine labeling studies performed in mouse retina demonstrating the significant number 

of Müller cells present at this time period (Young, 1985).   Cells were used at passage 4-5.  

Earlier studies from our lab confirmed purity of the cells using this isolation method (Jiang 

et al, 2006; Mysona et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2015) and were repeated in the current study.   

Regarding primary RGCs, the isolation of cells was performed using retinas of mouse pups 

(P1-P5) following our published protocol (Dun et al, 2006; Dun et al, 2007; Dun et al, 

2008; Ganapathy et al, 2011a; Ganapathy et al, 2011b) that is based upon a two-step 
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immunopanning procedure (Barres et al, 1998). The experiments were conducted on day 3 

following isolation.  

Treatment of cells with Hcy used L-homocysteine thiolactone hydrochloride.  Hcy 

treatment stocks and dilutions were made fresh for each experiment. Hcy and all other 

chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified. 

Assessment of cell purity   

Cells were seeded on coverslips and grown overnight.  They were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS-Triton X-100, and incubated with Power Block 

(BioGenex, Fremont, CA).  Cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies 

to validate the identity of the primary Müller cell cultures (Hu et al, 2014) including 

vimentin, glutamine synthetase (GS), cellular retinaldehyde binding protein (CRALBP) 

(Table 1).  Additionally, they were incubated with primary antibodies that are specific for 

neurons (neuronal nuclei, NeuN) and retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE65). RGC purity 

was confirmed using the neuronal marker Brn3a (Sajgo et al, 2017) (Table 1).  Cells were 

washed with PBS-Triton X-100 and incubated with the appropriate secondary antibodies 

(Table 1) for 1 h at 37°C. Cells were washed with PBS-Triton X-100 and mounted on slides 

using Fluoroshield with DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride) (Sigma-

Aldrich) to label nuclei. Immunofluorescence images were obtained using either an 

Axioplan-2 fluorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) equipped with an 

HRM camera or a Zeiss LSM 780 upright confocal microscope. Immunofluorescent 

images were processed using Zeiss Axiovision digital image processing software provided 
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with the microscopes.  Fluorescence intensity was quantified using ImageJ software 

(version 1.48, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, NIH).  

Assessment of cellular viability 

The effects of Hcy on cell viability were assessed using PrestoBlue Viability 

reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Cells were incubated 24 h in media containing [12.5-

50µM] Hcy for primary RGCs; [50µM-10mM] Hcy for primary Müller cells. Cells were 

then incubated 30 min in PrestoBlue reagent.  The resazurin-based cell permeant dye 

penetrates viable cells and the reducing environment of these cells modifies the dye to yield 

a highly fluorescent red color. The fluorescence was detected using a plate reader 

(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at 570nm excitation/590nm emission.  

Assessment of oxidative stress 

Oxidative stress was detected in primary Müller cells using 2’,7’ –

dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) (Abcam, Cambridge, MA).  The cells were grown 

in black-sided, clear-bottom 96-well plates and incubated with DCFDA reagent [40μM]. 

DCFDA is a cell permeant fluorogenic dye, which can detect hydroxyl, peroxyl and other 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) activity within cells. After 45 min incubation in DCFDA, 

cells were washed and treated with Hcy [50µM – 10mM] for 3 h or 24 h.  Cells were then 

subjected to fluorescence detection using a plate reader at 485nm excitation/535nm 

emission. Tertiary-butyl hydroperoxide (tBHP) [55µM] treatment for 3h was used as the 

positive control.  

We confirmed these results using CellROX Green (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA), a cell permeant dye, which upon oxidation binds to DNA yielding a green 

fluorescent image; the signal localizes mainly to mitochondria and nuclei. Primary Müller 

http://imagej.nih.gov/
https://www.google.com/search?q=Carlsbad+California&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDNLKUxS4gAxi0zK87S0spOt9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4VhmpiSmFpYlFJalFxQDermitQwAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjKx7qEpo7WAhWG7yYKHYDSAhwQmxMIiQEoATAO
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cells were grown overnight on coverslips in 24 well plates. After Hcy treatment [50µM – 

10 mM] for 3h or 24h, the medium was aspirated and cells were incubated 30 min with the 

CellROX reagent [5µM], after which the dye was removed by aspiration, cells were 

washed with PBS and fixed with 4%  paraformaldehyde (PFA, Electron Microscopy 

Science, Hatfield, PA).  The coverslips were mounted on microscope slides using DAPI 

mounting medium and images were captured using the Zeiss LSM 780 upright confocal 

microscope.  Fluorescence intensity was quantified using ImageJ software (NIH). As a 

positive control, Müller cells were exposed 30 min to 100µM menadione, which increases 

ROS and reduces mitochondrial NADPH levels (Criddle et al, 2006).  

Assessment of intracellular GSH levels   

We used the Glutathione (GSSG/GSH) Detection Kit (ADI-900-160, Enzo Life 

Sciences, Farmingdale, NY) to detect total, oxidized and reduced GSH in Hcy-treated 

primary Müller cells.  Cells were grown in 6 well plates. After Hcy treatments [50µm, 

1mM] for 24 h, cells were trypsinized, washed with PBS, and suspended in 5% (w/v) 

Metaphosphoric acid. After sonication, cell lysates were centrifuged.  To the supernatant, 

glutathione reductase, provided in the kit, was added to reduce GSSG to GSH. The 

sulfhydryl group of GSH, thus formed, reacts with 5, 5’-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid 

(Ellman’s reagent) to produce a yellow colored 5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid (TNB). The 

reaction kinetics was determined by measuring absorbance at 405nm and readings were 

taken at 1 min intervals for 10 min. Serially diluted GSSG or oxidized glutathione was used 

to prepare a standard curve. Similarly, oxidized GSH or GSSG in the samples were 

detected by adding 4-vinyl pyridine, which blocks any free thiols present in the reaction. 

The absorbance readings were taken at 405nm using a plate reader.    
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Assessment of gene expression   

Müller cells were incubated with Hcy [50µM, 1mM] 3-20 h and were used to 

analyze genes involved in the Nrf2 antioxidant pathway (Nrf2, Hmox1, Nqo1, Cat, Sod2).  

RNA was prepared using Trizol (Invitrogen). 2 g RNA was converted to cDNA using 

iScript Reverse Transcription Supermix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). Primer 

pairs used for the genes analyzed were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies 

(Coralville, IA) and are listed in Table 2.  qRT PCR was performed using SsoAdvanced 

SYBR Green Supermix from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA) and the Bio-Rad CFX96-Real Time 

System Thermal Cycler (Hercules, CA). PCR was performed at 95˚C for 10s and 56-57˚C 

for 30s; melt curve analysis confirmed the purity of the end products.  Relative mRNA 

levels were normalized to that of 18S.  Expression levels were detected by comparing the 

Ct values (∆∆Ct) (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).  The analyses were performed in triplicate.    

 Assessment of protein levels   

Cells were incubated with Hcy [50µM, 1mM] 3-20 h, after which they were lysed 

in a buffer containing 50mM Tris HCl (pH 7.4), 5mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, 

0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% SDS and 1x protease-phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific).  50-60 µg of protein were subjected to SDS polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis at 100 volts and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes at 90 volts for 1.5 

h. Membranes were blocked in 5% milk in TBST (1h RT) followed by incubation with 

primary antibodies (Table 1) in 5% milk in TBST buffer at 4°C overnight. Membranes 

were washed three times for 5 min in TBST and incubated with HRP-conjugated goat anti-

rabbit or anti-mouse IgG antibody (Table 1) for 1 h at RT. The ECL Western blot detection 

system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to visualize protein bands.  Membranes were 
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reprobed with anti-GAPDH (Millipore, Temecula, CA), which served as the loading 

control. To analyze nuclear versus cytoplasmic proteins, Müller cells were exposed to Hcy 

[50µM, 1mM] for 4 h.  Proteins were extracted using NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic 

Extraction Reagents (Thermo Fisher Scientific) per the manufacturer’s protocol. Fraction 

purity was confirmed using anti-HDAC1 and anti-GAPDH for the nuclear and cytoplasmic 

fractions, respectively (Table 1).  Protein band densities were quantified using ImageJ 

software and confirmed using Quantity One Software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).  All 

immunoblot images represent three or more independent experiments.   

Data analysis  

The data were subjected to statistical analysis using Prism 6 for Windows Version 

6.01 statistical analysis software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). All values are reported as 

mean ± SEM. Data were either analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test followed 

by Dunn’s multiple comparison as the post-hoc test or were subjected to  D’Agostino and 

Pearson Omnibus Normality test and then, as appropriate, either one-way ANOVA 

followed by Dunnett’s test or two-way ANOVA (to compare multiple parameters) followed 

by Sidak’s post-hoc comparison test.  For all analyses p < .05 was considered statistically 

significant. 

  

Results    

Confirmation that primary RGCs are sensitive to Hhcy 

 Prior to investigating effects of excess Hcy on Müller glial cells, we 

confirmed the sensitivity of primary RGCs to Hhcy.  Fig. 8A-C shows isolated RGCs, the 

cells are positive for the RGC marker Brn3 (Fig. 8A) and they are negative for the glial 
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cell marker GFAP (Fig. 8B).  The neurite processes of the cells are visible by DIC 

microscopy (Fig. 8C).  RGCs were incubated with Hcy over a concentration range [12.5 – 

50µM] and viability was detected using PrestoBlue.  Primary RGCs showed ~40% cell 

death within 24h exposure to 50µM (Fig. 8D).  We then examined a shorter time period of 

Hcy exposure to determine whether there was a detectable increase in oxidative stress in 

RGCs incubated for only three hours with increasing Hcy concentrations [25, 50, 100µM]. 

Within 3h there was a significant increase in DCFDA fluorescence in cells exposed to 

100µM Hcy (Fig. 8E).  The data confirm our previously published findings that primary 

RGCs are very sensitive to Hcy exposure leading to decreased viability and increased 

oxidative stress (Ganapathy et al, 2011a; Ganapathy et al, 20011b; Dun et al, 2007).  
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Fig 8. Confirmation of the sensitivity of primary retinal ganglion cells 

(RGCs) to Hhcy.  RGCs were isolated from mouse retina by immunopanning. 

Cells were positive for (A) Brn3, a neuronal marker and were negative for (B) 

GFAP, a marker of glial cells (calibration bar 50µm.) Nuclei were labeled with 

4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride (DAPI, blue fluorescence).  

(C) Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopic image of primary 

RGCs demonstrating extension of neurite processes (calibration bar 20µm).   

(D) Assessment of cell viability after 24h exposure to increasing concentrations 

of Hcy; data are presented as a percentage of control cells (cells incubated in 

buffer containing no Hcy). n=3, *p<0.05 (D’Agostino and Pearson Omnibus 

Normality test; data were normally distributed and were analyzed by one-way 

ANOVA and Dunnett’s post-hoc test). (E) Detection of oxidative stress using 

DCFDA in primary RGCs exposed to 25µM, 50µM or100µM Hcy for 3h. Cells 

were exposed to t-BHP [55µM] for 3 h as a positive inducer of oxidative stress; 

n=3, *p<0.05 ****p<0.0001 (Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s multiple comparison 

tests). 
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Assessment of effects of Hhcy on primary Müller cell viability and oxidative stress 

We followed our published procedure for isolating Müller cells from mouse retina 

(Jiang et al, 2006; Mysona et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2015) and confirmed the presence of 

known Müller cell markers glutamine synthetase (GS) (Fig. 9A), cellular retinaldehyde 

binding protein (CRALBP) (Fig. 9B), and vimentin (Fig. 9C) in the cells.  The isolated 

cells were negative for proteins not typically found in Müller cells (NeuN, a marker for 

neurons, Fig. 9D; RPE65, a marker for retinal pigment epithelial cells Fig. 9E).  While the 

vulnerability of CNS neurons to high levels of Hcy is established (Mattson and Shea, 

2003), much less is known about how glial cells react to this excitotoxic amino acid.   

We evaluated viability in Müller cells exposed to increasing concentrations of Hcy.  

Unlike the primary RGCs, which show a significant decrease in viability when exposed to 

50µM Hcy (Fig. 8D), the primary Müller cells showed no change in viability following 

24h exposure to Hcy at a concentration range of 50µM through 1mM (Fig. 9F).  Only after 

the concentration of Hcy was extremely high, was there a significant effect on viability 

(e.g. 4mM and 10mM induced ~40% and 90% cell death of Müller cells, respectively).  

These higher dosages [4mM, 10mM] far exceed physiological levels of Hcy, but the 

findings underscore the remarkable resilience of these retinal glial cells.   

Oxidative stress is implicated as a mechanism by which Hhcy induces neuronal 

death (Lipton et al, 1997; Kruman et al, 2000; Mattson and Shea, 2003; Bhattacharjee et 

al, 2016).  We were interested in the role of Hcy in modulating oxidative stress in Müller 

glia. We used DCFDA to quantify the level of oxidative stress in the cells.  Interestingly, 

in Müller cells we did not detect an increase in fluorescence in cells following 3h exposure 

to Hcy, rather we observed a significant decrease in fluorescence in cells exposed to 50µM 
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Hcy, which decreased further in cells exposed to 100µM and 500µM Hcy (Fig. 9G).   We 

next exposed primary Müller cells for 3h or 24h to two concentrations of Hcy [50µM or 

1mM] and used a second assay to detect oxidative stress, the CellROX green reagent.  The 

reagent exhibits minimal fluorescence in the reduced state, but strong fluorescence in the 

oxidized state.   We detected minimal fluorescence in cells exposed to Hcy [50 µM, or 

1mM] for 3h (Fig. 9H) or 24h (Fig. 9I), whereas cells exposed to menadione (a known 

oxidative stress inducer) showed robust fluorescence (Fig. 9H, 9I).  The quantitative data 

from replications of the experiment are shown in Fig. 9J and 9K and indicate that at neither 

time point (3 or 24 h) nor concentration [50µM or 1mM] was there a significant increase 

in oxidative stress due to Hcy exposure.  
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Fig 9. Assessment of viability and 

oxidative stress in Müller cells exposed 

to Hhcy.   Primary Müller cells were 

isolated from mouse (P6-7) retinas as 

described in the text.  Immunofluorescent 

detection experiments were performed 

using markers for Müller glial cells 

including (A) glutamine synthetase (GS, 

red fluorescence), (B) cellular 

retinaldehyde binding protein (CRALBP, 

green fluorescence), (C) vimentin (green 

fluorescence).  The cells were negative 

for markers of neurons (D) neuronal 

nuclei (NeuN, red fluorescence) and RPE 

cells (E) retinal pigment epithelium 65 

(RPE65, red fluorescence).  DAPI was 

used to label nuclei.  (F) Viability of 

Müller cells exposed 24h to increasing 

concentrations of Hcy.  Data are 

presented as a percentage of control cells 

(cells incubated in buffer containing no 

Hcy). n=3, ****p<0.0001 (D’Agostino 

and Pearson Omnibus Normality test; 

data were normally distributed and were 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA and 

Dunnett’s post-hoc test). (G)  Detection 

of oxidative stress using DCFDA in 

primary Müller cells exposed to 50µM, 

100µM, 500µM or 1mM Hcy for 3h. 

Cells were exposed to t-BHP [55µM] for 

3 h as a positive inducer of oxidative 

stress; n=3, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

****p<0.0001 (Kruskal-Wallis and 

Dunn’s multiple comparison tests).  (H and I) Confocal images of primary Müller cells 

stained with CellROX green reagent after 3h and 24h exposures, respectively, to 50µM 

and 1mM Hcy. CellROX green fluorescence from primary Müller cells exposed with 

100µM Menadione (MEN), an inducer of oxidative stress, was used as the positive 

control. (Calibration bar is 50µm.) Quantification of CellROX green fluorescence 

intensities from the cells treated with 50µM and 1mM Hcy for 3h (J) or 24h (K). n=3, 

*p<0.05, (Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s multiple comparison tests). 
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Hhcy is associated with a robust antioxidant response in Müller glial cells.   

The finding that oxidative stress was actually reduced, rather than increased, when 

Müller cells were exposed to Hhcy prompted investigation of several antioxidants. A key 

cellular antioxidant in retina is glutathione and the reduced form (GSH) attenuates ROS-

induced cellular damage by reducing disulfide bonds.  We used a commercially available 

kit to analyze levels of GSH in Müller cells exposed to 50µM or 1mM Hhcy for 24 h.  The 

levels of total GSH increased in Hhcy-exposed Müller cells (Fig. 10A) and importantly the 

level of reduced GSH increased (Fig. 10B).   Whether expression of other antioxidant genes 

would be altered in Müller glia in the presence of excess Hcy was not known.  To address 

this, we evaluated the consequences of Hhcy on expression of genes encoding heme 

oxygenase-1 (Hmox1), superoxide dismutase 2 (Sod2), catalase (Cat), glutathione 

peroxidase 1 (Gpx1) and NAD(P)H quinone dehydrogenase 1 (Nqo1) (Fig. 10C). Cells 

were exposed to 50µM or 1mM Hcy for 3h or 8h, RNA was isolated and qRT-PCR 

performed with gene-specific primers (Table 2).  There was an increase in expression of 

all of these genes, although the extent varied depending upon dosage and duration of 

exposure to Hcy.  For example, levels of Hmox1 increased dramatically within 3h exposure 

to 50µM Hcy, but returned to baseline within 8h exposure, whereas Sod2 expression did 

not differ significantly from control at 3h, but was significantly increased at 8h.    
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Fig 10. Assessment of glutathione and antioxidant genes in Müller cells 

exposed to Hhcy. Glutathione levels were detected in primary Müller cells 

exposed to 50µM or1mM Hcy for 24h as described in the text.  Levels are 

shown for (A) total GSH, and (B) reduced GSH.  n=3, ***p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001.  (C) Expression of genes encoding several antioxidant 

proteins was analyzed by qRT-PCR in primary Müller cells exposed to 

50µM or 1mM Hcy for 3h or 8h.  n=3, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 

(D’Agostino and Pearson Omnibus Normality test; data were normally 

distributed and were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s post-

hoc test).  
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Hhcy upregulates Nrf2 in Müller glial cells 

NRF2 is a transcription factor that regulates expression of numerous antioxidant 

genes including those analyzed in Fig. 10C.  Given the increase in expression of these 

genes, we examined Nrf2 expression in Müller cells exposed to Hhcy.  We used primers 

specific for Nrf2 in qRT-PCR analysis and quantified Nrf2 expression as a consequence of 

two Hcy concentrations and subsequently over a time course for one of these 

concentrations. The Hcy concentrations utilized were 50µM and 1mM; we observed 

upregulation of Nrf2 in Müller cells exposed 3 h to 50µM Hcy and 1mM Hcy (Fig. 11A). 

We then explored the temporal changes in Nrf2 gene expression by exposing Müller cells 

to 50µM Hcy for 1h, 3h, 6h, 8h and 18h (Fig. 11B).  The most significant increase in Nrf2 

levels occurred between 1 and 3h exposure to Hcy and the peak increase in Nrf2 expression 

was at 3h followed by a gradual return to baseline over the next 15h. Interestingly, the 

increase in Nrf2 gene levels in Müller cells was not apparent at the protein level when we 

analyzed protein by western blotting in whole cell lysates. The immunodetection of bands 

for control cells (no Hcy exposure) and cells exposed to 50µM Hcy for 3h or 20h is shown 

in (Fig. 11C).   Using anti-NRF2 antibodies, we detected two bands from the whole cell 

lysate, which is characteristic for detection of NRF2 as described by others (Macari and 

Lowrey, 2011; Ahuja et al, 2016).  Both bands were utilized to quantify the level of NRF2 

as a ratio to GAPDH.  We did not observe a statistically significant difference NRF2 levels 

in Hcy-treated versus non-treated cells (Fig. 11D).   This observation prompted analysis of 

NRF2 in nuclear versus cytosolic fractions. Typically cells maintain NRF2 at a basal level 

in the cytosol and excess NRF2 is degraded by the proteasome.  Under stress however, 

increased NRF2 translocates from the cytosol to the nucleus.  We isolated the nuclear and 
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cytosolic fractions of Müller cells exposed to 50µM or 1mM Hcy.  In the nuclear and 

cytosolic fractions, only one NRF2 band is typically observed for each fraction (Ahuja et 

al, 2016).  Nuclear and cytosolic NRF2 levels were quantified as a ratio to HDAC1 or 

GAPDH, respectively. There was a discernable increase in NRF2 in the nuclear fraction of 

cells exposed to 50µM (~59% increase) and 1mM Hcy (65% increase) compared with the 

control cells, whereas NRF2 levels in the cytosol of Hcy-exposed Müller cells were 

decreased (50µM: 17% decrease; 1mM: 33% decrease) compared to controls (Fig. 11E).  

Taken collectively, the data indicate that there is an increase in Nrf2 at the gene and protein 

level in Müller cells exposed to Hhcy, which may reflect an important cytoprotective 

response mechanism in these cells.  
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Fig 11. Assessment of Nrf2 gene and protein in Müller cells exposed to 

Hhcy. Relative Nrf2 mRNA expression levels in Müller cells  (A) exposed to 

50µM and 1mM Hcy for 3h and 8h; (B) Müller cells exposed to 50 µM Hcy 

for 1h, 3h, 6h, 8h and 18h, n=3, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 (Kruskal-Wallis and 

Dunn’s multiple comparison tests). (C) Western blot analysis of NRF2 protein 

levels in Müller cells exposed to 50µM Hcy for 3h and 20h, TBHQ is a 

positive inducer of Nrf2.  (D) Quantification of data shown in panel F (ns = 

not significant, Krusal-Wallis and Dunn’s).  (E) Detection of NRF2 in the 

nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of Müller cells exposed 4h to 50 µM or 1 

mM Hcy; HDAC1 was used as a marker for the nuclear fraction and GAPDH 

for the cytosolic fraction.  
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In the absence of NRF2, the antioxidant response to Hhcy is attenuated  

 Given that exposure of Müller cells to Hhcy triggers a robust antioxidant 

response characterized by increased expression of Nrf2, increased levels of NRF2 in the 

nuclear fraction, and upregulation of several antioxidant genes, we investigated the 

consequences of Hcy exposure in Müller cells lacking Nrf2.  Müller cells harvested from 

Nrf2-/- and WT mice were exposed to Hcy over a concentration range of  50µM, 1mM, 

4mM and 10mM.  WT cells showed minimal alteration in viability at 50µM or 1mM Hcy 

and a decrease in viability at 4mM and 10mM, similar to the data shown in Fig. 2.  In the 

Nrf2-/- Müller cells viability in general was diminished compared to WT.  For example, 

Nrf2-/- Müller cells that received no exposure to Hcy showed compromised viability 

compared to WT cells (Fig. 12A).  Exposure of Nrf2-/- Müller cells to Hcy (50µM or 1mM) 

did not alter the viability significantly beyond the non-Hcy-treated Nrf2-/- cells, though 

exposure to higher concentrations of Hcy (4mM) compromised viability markedly (Fig. 

12A).  We asked whether levels of oxidative stress differed between WT versus Nrf2-/- 

Müller cells when exposed to Hhcy.  As we observed in Fig. 2G, WT cells showed a 

decrease in DCFDA fluorescence when exposed to 50µM and 1mM Hcy compared to no 

Hcy treatment (control), however Nrf2-/- Müller cells showed a significant increase in 

oxidative stress levels compared to WT (Fig. 12B).  There was a significant (~50%) 

increase in DCFDA in non-Hcy-treated Nrf2-/- Müller cells versus WT cells (Fig. 12B).  In 

the Nrf2-/- Müller cells exposed to Hhcy, we observed a higher level of oxidative stress 

compared to WT cells.   We evaluated the levels of several antioxidant genes in the Nrf2-

/- Müller cells in the presence or absence of Hhcy exposure.  As expected, there was no 

expression of Nrf2 in Nrf2-/- Müller cells.  There was a dramatic decrease in levels of Nqo1, 
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Cat, and Gpx1 in Nrf2-/- Müller cells regardless of Hcy exposure (Fig. 12C).  Interestingly, 

levels of Hmox1 increased slightly in the Nrf2-/- Müller cells (without Hcy exposure) 

possibly reflecting other transcription factors (besides NRF2) that can regulate Hmox1 

expression.  Taken collectively, Müller cells lacking Nrf2 are less well equipped to mount 

a significant antioxidant response to excess Hcy compared with WT cells.  

  

Fig 12. Analysis of the antioxidant response to Hhcy in Nrf2-/- Müller cells.  (A) 

Data from the PrestoBlue viability assay in primary Müller cells isolated from WT 

and Nrf2-/- mice exposed 24 h to several concentrations of Hcy. (n=3) (B) 

Fluorescence levels of DCFDA as an indicator of oxidative stress in primary Müller 

cells isolated from WT and Nrf2-/- mice exposed 3h to 50µm or 1mM Hcy; 55µM 

TBHP treatment for 3h was the positive control. (C) Expression of antioxidant genes 

in primary Müller cells isolated from WT and Nrf2-/- mice exposed 3h to 50µm or 

1mM Hcy. The relative mRNA levels in Hcy treated Nrf2-/- cells were compared with 

corresponding relative mRNA levels in WT and Nrf2-/- untreated control cells. n=3, 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 (D’Agostino and Pearson Omnibus 

Normality test; data were normally distributed and were analyzed by two-way 

ANOVA and Sidak’s post-hoc test.) 
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Discussion 

This study was undertaken to investigate the effects of excess Hcy on retinal Müller 

glial cells.  Accumulation of Hcy, a highly reactive amino acid, is implicated in retinal 

diseases (Ajith and Ranimenon, 2015), notably those affecting RGCs in optic neuropathies 

such as exfoliation glaucoma (Ritch, 1994; Roedl et al, 2007).  Müller cells play a key role 

in maintaining RGCs, thus in the current study, we evaluated effects of Hcy in this glial 

cell type, specifically evaluating viability and response to oxidative stress.  

We were particularly interested in the Müller cell response to Hhcy because of a 

conundrum observed in in vivo versus in vitro models of excess Hcy. Studies from two in 

vivo murine models of Hhcy, the Mthfr+/- mouse and the Cbs+/- mouse, both demonstrate 

~20% loss of RGCs over a 30-week period (Ganapathy et al, 2009; Markand et al, 2015).  

While this loss is sufficient to alter retinal function in the mice, it is not blinding.  In 

contrast, isolated (primary) RGCs are quite sensitive to Hcy such that ~50-60% of the cells 

die when exposed 18h to 50µM Hcy (Dun et al, 2007; Ganapathy et al, 2011a; Ganapathy 

et al, 2011b). An obvious and critical difference in the experimental systems is the in vivo 

models reflect the collective and potentially adaptive response of neurons and glia to Hcy-

induced excitotoxicity, whereas in the in vitro studies, the primary RGCs are a purified 

neuronal population existing in a nutrient-supplemented, but nevertheless artificial milieu. 

We were interested in whether isolated Müller cells would also manifest a heightened 

sensitivity to Hcy when they were removed from their typical neuronal-vascular-glial 

environment in a manner similar to isolated RGCs.   

The Hhcy-exposed primary Müller cells did not demonstrate heightened sensitivity 

to excess Hcy in vitro.  They were viable over a broad range of Hcy exposure levels [50µM 
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– 1 mM]. Müller cells demonstrated far more resilience to Hhcy exposure than primary 

RGCs.  In addition, exposure of Müller cells to moderately elevated Hcy did not increase 

oxidative stress; rather oxidative stress actually decreased under Hhcy conditions.  This 

result was confirmed using two different assays. The levels of oxidative stress decreased 

over a Hcy concentration range of [50µM – 1.0 mM], which was in contrast to primary 

RGCs in which oxidative stress increased markedly within 3 h exposure to 100µM Hcy.  

Previous studies in Hhcy-exposed primary RGCs using electron paramagnetic resonance 

spectroscopy also detected marked oxidative stress including induction of reactive species 

superoxide, nitric oxide and peroxynitrite (Ganapathy et al, 2011a).  We conclude that 

while Hhcy increases oxidative stress dramatically in neurons such as RGCs, this is not the 

case in Müller cells.   

The decreased oxidative stress observed in Müller cells prompted analyses of GSH 

levels and expression of several antioxidant genes. We detected a robust antioxidant 

response by Müller cells exposed to Hhcy.  Reduced GSH, one of the most important 

scavengers of ROS, increased markedly in Müller cells exposed to Hhcy.  This may 

represent a higher capacity to metabolize Hcy and is consistent with reports using HepG2 

cells, which demonstrated an Hcy-induced dose-dependent increase in GSH (Zhang et al, 

2017).  Expression of a number of antioxidant genes increased also in Müller cells exposed 

to Hcy compared to non-treated cells, including Hmox1, Sod2, Cat, Gpx1, Nqo1. NRF2, a 

redox-sensitive transcription factor that binds to antioxidant response elements located in 

the promoter region of these (and many other) genes, was elevated at the mRNA level.  The 

analysis of the temporal pattern of Nrf2 expression showed a significant upregulation by 

3h.  The NRF2 protein level detected in the whole cell lysate did not differ between control 
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and Hcy-treated cells, however there was an increase in NRF2 in the nuclear fraction of the 

cells when treated with Hcy.  Translocation of NRF2 to the nucleus is required for the 

activation of downstream antioxidant genes. Our data show that Müller cells respond to 

Hhcy by translocating NRF2 to the nucleus  Taken collectively the data provide compelling 

evidence that exposure of isolated Müller cells to Hhcy activates NRF2 enhancing the 

capacity of the cells to manage excitotoxic insult.   

We investigated the extent to which Hcy would yield an oxidative response in the 

absence of NRF2 using Müller cells harvested from mice that lack this gene (Nrf2-/- mice).  

There was a significant decrease (~40%) in viability of Nrf2-/- Müller cells compared to 

WT cells; this was observed not only in cells exposed to Hcy, but also in cells that received 

no Hcy. The Nrf2-/- Müller cells demonstrated increased oxidative stress as measured by 

DCFDA fluorescence, whether exposed to Hcy or not. We note that most of the antioxidant 

genes that are regulated primarily by NRF2 (e.g. Nqo1, Cat, Gpx1) were reduced markedly 

when Nrf2-/- cells were exposed to Hhcy.  We did observe a slight increase in Hmox1 

expression in Nrf2-/- Müller cells compared to WT, but it was not altered by Hcy treatment.  

The increase in Hmox1 expression may reflect influence of transcription factors such as 

HIF1α and PGC-1α, which, in addition to Nrf2, are known to regulate Hmox1 expression 

(Kang et al, 2005; Hosick and Stec, 2012).  

A number of recent studies have demonstrated that RGC loss can be attenuated by 

activating NRF2 (Himori et al, 2013; Cho et al, 2015; Xu et al, 2015; Cheng et al, 2017; 

Wan et al, 2017).  It is recognized that Müller cells have a robust and remarkable capacity 

to buffer cellular stress (Bringmann et al, 2006), although their activation in response may 

vary depending upon the disease (Hippert et al, 2015).  Some of the mechanisms by which 
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Müller cells can attenuate oxidative stress (besides activation of Nrf2) or attenuate other 

forms of cellular stress include release of vascular endothelial growth factor (Yamada et 

al, 1999), uptake of excess glutamate within the retina (Kawasaki et al, 2000), and 

production of neurotrophic factors and growth factors (Garcia and Vecino, 2003). These 

were not examined in the present study, but could be fruitful areas of further investigation. 

In RGCs, the effects of homocysteine have been reported to be mediated by over activation 

of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) subtype of glutamate receptor (Lipton et 

al, 1997; Martin et al, 2004; Ganapathy et al, 2011b), which can in turn lead to increased 

oxidative stress.  There is considerable evidence that this is true for other non-retinal 

neuronal cell types as well (Bhatia and Singh, 2015Sibarov et al, 2016).  Cortical glial 

cells are also known to express NMDA receptors (Dzamba et al, 2015), however much 

less is known about the presence of NMDA receptors in mammalian retinal Müller glial 

cells, though they have been reported in Müller glia derived from chicken retina (Lamas 

et al, 2005).  Whether the differential sensitivity of the primary Müller cells versus primary 

RGCs to Hhcy observed in the present study reflects a difference in NMDA receptor 

activation remains to be investigated.   

Our findings are relevant to in vivo models of Hcy in retinal disease.  Earlier studies 

of endogenous murine models of Hcy (Mthfr+/- and Cbs+/- mice) showed clear evidence of 

RGC loss and diminished RGC function.  However, compared to the effects of Hhcy on 

isolated RGCs, observed in this and other studies (Dun et al, 2007; Ganapathy et al, 2011a, 

Ganapathy et al, 2011b;), the severity of the neuronal loss in the endogenous models was 

mild-moderate. This is intriguing.  We speculate that Müller cells in these mouse models 

may be mounting a significant neuroprotective response to Hhcy.  The present study, using 
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the isolated Müller cell, supports this theory, i.e. Müller cells buffer effects of Hhcy, which 

may protect retinal neurons – at least for some time period.  Our data suggest that the 

mechanism involves a robust antioxidant response.   It is noteworthy that earlier studies 

performed in neural retinas of Mthfr+/- and Cbs+/- mice showed that, rather than being 

decreased, levels of GSH were similar to WT mice as were levels of xCT, a protein 

essential for the function of the cystine-glutamate exchanger involved in GSH synthesis 

(Cui et al, 2017).   Levels of antioxidants and NRF2 have not been investigated in Mthfr+/- 

and Cbs+/- mice, but this would also be an area of fruitful investigation in the future.   

 The data obtained from the present study demonstrate a differential 

response to excess Hcy by glial cells versus neurons, one that is protective rather than 

deleterious – at least under acute conditions.  The studies reflect a response to an insult 

spanning 24 h or less.  In the rodent models, the exposure to the modest elevation of Hcy 

spans several weeks and the loss of the ganglion cells is gradual.   In Mthfr-/- mice for 

example, RGC loss is detectable by 24 weeks, but not at 12 weeks.  It may be that the 

capacity of Müller cells to buffer excess Hcy within the intact retina decreases with time.  

Long-term studies of these murine models at ages exceeding 1 year may disclose more 

advanced RGC loss.  The observations of the current study are relevant to humans, 

especially patients with exfoliation glaucoma.  Hcy is modestly, but consistently higher in 

serum, aqueous humor and tears in patients with this disease (Roedl et al, 2007; Xu et al, 

2012).  It is still unclear, however, whether Hcy is ‘a disease driver, disease biomarker or 

an innocent bystander to some biochemical process related to Hcy metabolism’ (Pasquale 

et al, 2016).  The present study does not answer this question, but it does provide insights 

that retinal cells respond differently to excess Hcy – neurons in isolation demonstrate 
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marked vulnerability and decreased viability, whereas glial cells in isolation demonstrate 

a robust antioxidant response coupled with sustained viability over a broad Hcy 

concentration range.  Some of the confusion as to whether Hhcy is a marker for human 

retinal disease or is actually pathogenic may reflect varied responses by key supportive 

cells such as Müller cells.  The work that we and others have performed in laboratory 

studies using in vitro and in vivo models provides compelling evidence that Hhcy can kill 

neurons and that glial cells can buffer the effects of Hhcy, at least for a period of time.  If 

more clinical evidence continues to emerge that implicates Hhcy as a factor in RGC-related 

retinal diseases, there may be a benefit in modulating diet since increased folate 

consumption can decrease Hcy levels.  It remains to be determined in controlled in vivo 

studies whether dietary modification would attenuate RGC loss, but such studies would be 

extremely informative as patient compliance with vitamin supplementation is certainly 

feasible.  
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Table 1.  Antibodies used in immunoblotting and immunocytochemical studies.   

 

Antibody Supplier Dilution 

Primary antibodies   

Rabbit anti-GFAP (Z0334) Dako, Carpentaria, CA 1:500 

Rabbit anti-NRF2 (SC722) Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA  1:500 

Rabbit anti-NRF2 (ab31163) Abcam, Cambridge, MA 1:500 

Rabbit anti-HMOX1 (SC-10789) Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 1:500 

Rabbit anti-Catalase (SC-50508) Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 1:1000 

Rabbit anti-HDAC1 (SC-7872) Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 1:1000 

Mouse anti-GAPDH (MAB374) EMD Millipore, Temecula, CA 1:5000 

Goat anti-Vimentin (AB1620) 

Mouse anti-RPE65 (ab13826) 

Chemicon Intl., Temecula, CA 

Abcam, Cambridge, MA 

1:100 

1:500 

Goat anti-Brn3a C20 (SC31984) 

Mouse anti-NeuN (MAB377) 

Mouse anti-CRALBP (NB100-74392) 

Rabbit anti Glutamine synthetase (FL-373) 

Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 

Chemicon Intl., Temecula, CA 

Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO 

Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 

1:200 

1:100 

1:50 

1:50 

 

Secondary Antibodies 

 

 

 

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG-HRP (SC-2004) Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 1:10000 

Goat anti-Mouse IgG-HRP (SC-2005) 

Alexa Fluor 488 anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

Alexa Fluor 555 anti-Mouse IgG (H+L 

Alexa Fluor 488 anti-Goat IgG (H+L) 

Alexa Fluor 555 anti-Goat IgG (H+L) 

Alexa Flour 488 anti-Mouse IgG(H+L) 

Alexa Fluor 555 anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

 

Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

1:10000 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 
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Table 2. List of primers used for qRT-PCR analysis. 

 

Accession Species Gene Primer Sequence 

NM_010902.3 Mouse Nrf2 Forward 5’AGCCCCATTCACAAAAGACA-3’ 

   Reverse 5’-

GAAGTCATCAACAGGGAGGTTA-

3’ 

NM_010442.2 Mouse Hmox1 Forward 5’-GTCAAGCACAGGGTGACAGA-

3’ 

   Reverse 5’-ATCACCTGCAGCTCCTCAAA-3’ 

NM_008706.5 Mouse Nqo1 Forward 5’-AGCGTTCGGTATTACGATCC-3’ 

   Reverse 5’-

AGTACAATCAGGGCTCTTCTCG-3’ 

NM_013671.3 Mouse Sod2 Forward 5’-GACCCATTGCAAGGAACAA-3’ 

   Reverse 5’-GTAGTAAGCGTGCTCCCACAC-

3’ 

NR_003278.1 Mouse 18S rRNA Forward 5’-GCAATTATTCCCCATGAACG-3’ 

   Reverse 5’-GGGACTTAATCAACGCAAGC-3’ 

NM_008160.6 Mouse Gpx1 Forward 5’-TGCAATCAGTTCGGACACCA-3’ 

   Reverse 5’-AAGGTAAAGAGCGGGTGAGC-

3’ 

NM_009804.2 Mouse Catalase Forward 5’-

CCAGATACTCCAAGGCAAAGGT-

3’ 

   Reverse 5’-CGAGGGTCACGAACTGTGTC-3’ 
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Abstract 

Hyperhomocysteinemia (Hhcy), or increased levels of the excitatory amino acid 

homocysteine (Hcy), is implicated in glaucoma, a disease characterized by increased 

oxidative stress and loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). Whether Hhcy is causative or 

merely a biomarker for RGC loss in glaucoma is unknown. Here we analyzed the role of 

NRF2, a master regulator of the antioxidant response, in Hhcy-induced RGC death in vivo 

and in vitro.  By crossing Nrf2-/- mice and two mouse models of chronic Hhcy (Cbs+/- and 

Mthfr+/- mice), we generated Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice and performed 

systematic analysis of retinal architecture and visual acuity followed by assessment of 

retinal morphometry and gliosis.  We observed significant reduction of inner retinal layer 

thickness and reduced visual acuity in Hhcy mice lacking NRF2.  These functional deficits 

were accompanied by fewer RGCs and increased gliosis.  Given the key role of Müller 

glial cells in maintaining RGCs, we established an ex-vivo indirect co-culture system using 

primary RGCs and Müller cells. Hhcy-exposure decreased RGC viability, which was 

abrogated when cells were indirectly cultured with wildtype (WT) Müller cells, but not 

with Nrf2-/- Müller cells.  Exposure of WT Müller cells to Hhcy yielded a robust 

mitochondrial and glycolytic response, which was not observed in Nrf2-/- Müller cells. 

Taken together, the in vivo and in vitro data suggest that deleterious effects of Hhcy on 

RGCs are likely dependent upon the health of retinal glial cells and the availability of an 

intact retinal antioxidant response mechanism.   
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Introduction  

Homocysteine (Hcy) is a sulfur-containing amino acid that stands at the intersection 

of the remethylation and transsulfuration metabolic pathways.  Pathological elevation of 

Hcy, termed hyperhomocysteinemia (Hhcy) is associated with cardiovascular diseases 

such as atherosclerosis and congestive heart failure, as well as neurodegenerative diseases 

such as dementia, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease (Kim et al, 2018, Isobe et al, 2005). 

Oxidative stress is a major pathogenic mechanism associated with Hhcy (Ostrakhovitch 

and Tabibzadeh, 2019). As the retina is a neurovascular tissue, it is not surprising that Hhcy 

has been implicated in retinal diseases including retinal vessel occlusive disease, optic 

atrophy, and macular degeneration (Ajith and Ranimenon, 2015).  There has been 

considerable interest in the role of Hhcy in various forms of glaucoma, a complex disease 

in which retinal ganglion cell (RGC) loss leads to severe visual impairment.  Hhcy has 

been studied extensively in exfoliation syndrome (XFS) (Turgut et al, 2010; Clement et al, 

2009; Aboobakar et al, 2017), the most common cause of open-angle glaucoma worldwide 

(Ritch, 1994).    Hcy levels are elevated significantly in the aqueous humor, plasma, and 

tears of XFS patients, but questions remain as to whether Hcy is a “disease driver, disease 

biomarker or innocent bystander to some biochemical process related to Hcy metabolism” 

(Pasquale et al, 2016).   

To understand the relationship between Hhcy and RGC survival, several in vitro 

and in vivo studies have been performed and reported.   In vitro studies demonstrated that 

exposure of primary murine RGCs to even a modest elevation of Hcy (50µM) resulted in 

death of more than half of the cells within 18h (Dun et al, 2007). Mechanisms of cell death 

included dysregulation of mitochondrial dynamics (Ganapathy et al, 2011a), elevated 

intracellular calcium, and increased oxidative stress in the form of increased superoxide 

and nitric oxide levels (Ganapathy et al, 2011b). In vivo studies also reveal RGC death 

associated with Hhcy (e.g. RGC death in two mouse models of Hhcy, one with deficiencies 

of cystathionine β-synthase (Cbs) (Ganapathy et al, 2009, Tawfik et al, 2014) and the other 

with deficiencies of methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (Mthfr) (Markand et al, 2015)).  

Regarding these models of Hhcy, CBS is a key enzyme in the transsulfuration pathway; it 

mediates conversion of Hcy to cystathionine, which is then converted to cysteine, a key 
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constituent of the tripeptide glutathione. CBS is present at the gene and protein level 

throughout the murine retina [13].  MTHFR is a key enzyme in the remethylation pathway; 

it reduces N5,N10-methylenetetrahydrofolate to N5-methyl-tetrahydrofolate, which then 

donates a methyl group to Hcy to generate methionine (in the presence of vitamin B12 and 

methionine synthase). MTHFR is also present in the mouse retina at both the gene and 

protein level (Markand et al., 2015). Both murine models of Hhcy have approximately 2-

fold greater Hcy in retina compared to WT mice (Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 

2015).The RGC loss in vivo is notably mild compared to the rapid death observed in 

primary cultures of neurons treated with Hcy.   

This differential sensitivity of RGCs exposed to Hhcy in vitro versus in vivo led 

subsequently to evaluation of the role of retinal Müller cells in buffering the excitotoxic 

effects of Hhcy (Navneet et al, 2019).  Müller cells are the principle glial cells in retina; 

they provide trophic and energetic support to adjacent neurons, including RGCs 

(Bringmann et al, 2009; Vecino et al, 2016).  Exposure of cultured primary Müller cells to 

modest levels of Hhcy actually led to decreased oxidative stress (rather than increased 

oxidative stress as was observed in RGCs).  Decreased levels of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) and increased levels of the antioxidant molecule glutathione were detected in 

primary Müller cells exposed to Hhcy conditions (Navneet et al, 2019). Thus, in cultured 

cells there was a differential response between neurons and glia to Hhcy, specifically RGCs 

versus Müller cells. Molecular analyses of cultured Müller cells exposed to Hhcy revealed 

increased levels of the major antioxidant transcription factor nuclear factor erythroid 2-

related factor 2 (NRF2) and increased levels of several antioxidant molecules whose 

transcription is regulated by NRF2 (Navneet et al, 2019).  

Oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction are major factors in the 

pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases (Guo et al, 2013) and are implicated in inner 

retinal neurodegenerative diseases (Chrysostomou et al., 2013; McElnea et al., 2011).  

These factors are also mediators of Hhcy-associated neuronal injury (Kumar et al, 2018; 

Bhattacharjee and Borah 2016;  Hirashima et al, 2010;  Duan et al, 2002;  Abushik et al, 

2014) including Hhcy-induced RGC death (Ganapathy et al, 2011a).  The current study 

was designed to analyze whether modulation of oxidative stress in Hcy-induced RGC death 
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alters the severity of neuronal loss.  To accomplish this, we crossed mice that lack NRF2 

(termed Nrf2-/- mice) with the two previously characterized models of Hhcy, Cbs+/- and 

Mthfr+/- mice, thereby generating Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice.  We performed a 

series of functional and structural studies of the retina, which revealed reduced visual 

acuity, inner retinal thickness, and RGC viability in Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-  mice 

compared to wildtype (WT).   

Given that Nrf2 expression increases in Hhcy-exposed Müller cells (Navneet et al 

2019), we also investigated its role in protecting RGCs under Hhcy in the current study 

using an ex-vivo indirect co-culture system of primary RGCs and primary Müller cells.  We 

observed a clear viability advantage when RGCs exposed to Hhcy were co-cultured with 

primary WT Müller cells, whereas Nrf2-/- deficient Müller cells did not afford this 

neuroprotective advantage.    Finally, we investigated energy production in the form of 

mitochondrial and glycolytic functions of Müller cells to account for their neuroprotective 

properties when exposed to Hhcy.  Taken collectively our in vitro and in vivo results 

strongly suggest that NRF2 and glial interactions are critical for RGC survival under 

conditions of elevated Hcy.  

Methods and materials.   

Animals 

The numbers of mice used for experiments in this study are listed in Table 1. 

Breeding pairs of Mthfr+/− mice (Dr. R. Rozen, McGill University, Montreal, Canada), 

Cbs+/− mice (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME, USA), and Nrf2-/- mice (Dr. M. 

Yamamoto, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan) were used to establish colonies of these 

strains and to generate Mthfr+/−Nrf2-/- and Cbs+/−Nrf2-/- mice. Confirmation of genotype 

was performed as described (Cui et al, 2017; Markand et al, 2015, Ganapathy et al, 2009, 

Kaidery et al, 2013, Markand et al, 2016).  The Crb1rd8/rd8 mutation, which causes focal 

disruption of the retina in some mouse strains (Chang et al, 2013), was not detected in any 

mice used in the study. Breeder C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories) were used to 

generate WT controls.  Mice were fed Teklad Irradiated Rodent Diet 8904 for breeding or 

Diet 2918 for maintenance (Teklad, Madison, WI, USA). Animals were subjected to a 

standard 12-hour light: 12-hour dark cycle. Maintenance and treatment of animals adhered 
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to institutional guidelines for humane treatment of animals and to the ARVO statement for 

Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.   

To simulate acute exposure to Hhcy, we administered Hcy as a single intravitreal 

injection following our published method (Zhao et al, 2016).  Briefly, the eyes of deeply 

anesthetized 8 wk WT mice were gently proptosed and 1µl L-homocysteine thiolactone 

[2.5mM] was injected at the limbus using a 33-g needle affixed to a Hamilton syringe 

(Hamilton, Reno, NV). Assuming intravitreal volume as 25µL this injection yields a final 

intravitreal concentration of ~100µM Hcy (Moore et al, 2001). The contralateral eye was 

injected intravitreally with 1µl 0.01M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and served as a 

control.   

 

Evaluation of retinal function and structure  

Optical coherence tomography (OCT). A longitudinal study was performed to 

evaluate retinal structure in situ in mice at 4, 7 and 10 months.  An additional group of 

mice that had received a single intravitreal injection of Hcy were evaluated at ~7 and ~25 

days post-injection.  Mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine as described (Wang 

et al, 2016).  Retinal architecture was assessed in vivo using a Bioptigen Spectral Domain 

Ophthalmic Imaging System (SDOIS; Bioptigen Envisu R2200, NC). The OCT imaging 

protocol included averaged single B scan and volume intensity scans with images centered 

on optic nerve head. Post-imaging analysis included autosegmentation analysis and manual 

assessment of retinal layers using InVivoVueTM Diver 2.4 software (Bioptigen). We 

measured total retinal thickness and thicknesses of the nerve fiber layer (NFL), inner 

plexiform layer (IPL), inner nuclear layer (INL), outer plexiform layer (OPL), and outer 

nuclear layer (ONL). Each layer thickness was plotted separately; data for a given retinal 

layer in each group were averaged.   

Electroretinography. To assess function of ganglion and amacrine cells, mice were 

subjected to electroretinography (ERG) to detect positive and negative scotopic threshold 

responses (pSTR and nSTR). Mice were dark adapted overnight. Each mouse was tested 

under anesthesia (ketamine 80 mg/kg, xylazine 10 mg/kg) using relatively dim stimuli 
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generated with a blue LED (Lightspeed Technologies, Campbell CA) that was neutral 

density filtered and defocused. Light from the LED was presented to the eye by 1-mm 

diameter optic fibers that were placed just in front of the pupils. Signals were acquired by 

DTL fibers placed gently on the corneas, with a drop of hypromellose to keep eyes moist 

and enhance electrical contact. These signals were transferred to a Psylab amplifier 

(Contact Precision Instruments, Cambridge MA), with a gain of 10,000, filtered between 

0.3 and 400 Hz, with a notch filter at 60 Hz. The amplified signals were digitized by a 

National Instruments 6323 data acquisition module (National Instruments, Austin, TX, 

USA), and read into custom software written in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego OR). 

Stimulus intensity was calibrated in scotopic lumens (ILT1700, International Light 

Technologies, Peabody MA). An interleaved set of intensities just below and above 

threshold was presented. Averaged responses were analyzed to obtain pSTRs and nSTRs. 

These are the amplitudes at 110 and 200 ms following the flash, respectively (Saszik et al., 

2002). 

 

Visual acuity assessment.  Spatial thresholds for opto-kinetic tracking of sine-wave 

gratings were measured using a virtual optokinetic system (OptoMotry, 

CerebralMechanics, Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada) (Prusky et al, 2004).  Vertical sine-

wave gratings moving at 12°/s or gray of the same mean luminance were projected on four 

computer monitor screens as a virtual cylinder that surrounded an unrestrained mouse 

standing on a pedestal at the epicenter. The cylinder hub was continually centered between 

the mouse’s eyes to set the spatial frequency (SF) of the grating at the mouse's viewing 

position as it shifted its position. Gray was projected while the mouse was moving, but 

when movement ceased, the gray was replaced with the grating. Grating rotation under 

these circumstances elicited reflexive optokinetic tracking, which was scored via live video 

using a method of limits procedure with a yes/no criterion. A SF threshold was generated 

at 100% contrast through each eye separately in a testing session.  

Intraocular pressure. The intraocular pressure (IOP) was measured in 10-11 month 

old WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice, which were 

anesthetized using inhaled isofluorane (Butler Animal Health Supply, Dublin, OH, USA). 

The IOP was measured using a handheld tonometer (Tonolab, Icare Laboratory, Finland) 
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positioned at the center of the cornea. Three repeated measurements were taken from each 

animal for quantification. 

 

Histologic processing of tissue and microscopic analysis:  Eyes enucleated from 

euthanized mice were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and embedded in optimal cutting 

temperature compound (OCT, Elkhart, IN).  10 µm thick cryosections were obtained, 

which were fixed 10 min in 4% paraformaldehyde, blocked with Powerblock (BioGenex, 

Fremont, CA) for 1h at room temperature.  Sections were incubated with primary 

antibodies to detect glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), a marker of gliosis, followed by 

incubation with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen).  Retinas were examined 

using a Zeiss Axio Imager D2 microscope equipped with a high-resolution camera and 

processed using Zeiss Zen23pro software. The fluorescent intensity of GFAP was 

quantified using the Zen 2 lite software.  Additional sections were stained with hematoxylin 

and eosin to allow scanning of retinal tissue for evidence of gross disruption.  Additionally, 

since it is not possible to quantify the number of cells in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) by 

OCT, we counted the cells in this layer (in a blinded manner) and expressed the data as 

number of cells per 100µm retinal length.  The measurements were taken at six points along 

the retina, three adjacent fields on the temporal and nasal sides beginning 200µm from the 

optic nerve. The six measurements were averaged per eye to yield the average number of 

cells per animal and subsequently per mouse group and were expressed as mean ± standard 

error of the mean (SEM).  

Cell culture studies 

Isolation and culture of mouse Müller cells. Müller glial cells were isolated from 

WT and Nrf2-/- mice (6-7 days old).  Müller cell isolation followed our previously published 

protocol (Mysona et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2015; Navneet et al, 2019), which is based on 

the method of Hicks and Cortois (1990).  Briefly, eyeballs were enucleated and incubated 

in serum-free media overnight; they were enzymatically digested with trypsin/collagenase 

and retinas were dissected from the remaining tissue. Small retinal tissue pieces were 

incubated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), containing 1g/L glucose, 

4mM L glutamine, 25mM HEPES and 1mM sodium pyruvate, (Gibco/ThermoFisher 
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Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Atlanta Biologicals, 

Flowery Branch, GA), at 37°C with 5% CO2. The isolated cells become confluent within 

7-10 days and were used at passages 4-5. Cell purity for both WT and Nrf2-/- cell is routinely 

confirmed using the Müller glial cell-specific marker glutamine synthase, as well as 

CRALBP and vimentin, which are expressed in Müller cells, as previously described 

(Navneet et al, 2019).  

Co-culture of primary RGCs with primary Müller cells. The RGC/Müller cell 

indirect co-culture system was established based on a published neuron-glial co-culture 

protocol (Gottschling et al, 2016). RGCs were isolated by a two-step immunopanning 

procedure from WT mice at post-natal days 2-4 following our published methods, which 

have been described comprehensively (Dun et al, 2006). The neuronal origin of the cells 

was verified using anti-Brn3 and anti-βIII-tubulin antibodies by immunofluorescence. The 

freshly isolated cells growing in Neurobasal-DMEM-B27 culture medium (containing 

5μg/ml insulin, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mg/ml transferrin, 60 ng/ml progesterone, 

16μg/ml putrescine, 40 ng/ml sodium selenite, 40 ng/ml triiodo-thyronine, 1mM L-

glutamine, 60μg/ml N-acetyl cysteine, 2% B27, 50 ng/ml BDNF, 10 ng/ml CNTF, 10 ng/ml 

forskolin, 10 ng/ml bFGF, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) were plated at a density of ~50,000 cells/well 

on coverslips situated within a 24-well plate (Winzeler et al, 2013). They were incubated 

1h at 37ºC (5% CO2) after which Müller cells (plated 1 day previously on 0.4µm pore size-

cell culture inserts (Corning International/ThermoFisher Scientific) at a density of 25,000 

cells/insert), were suspended within the wells containing the freshly isolated RGCs.  In the 

co-culture set up both cell types were cultured in the Neurobasal-DMEM-B27 medium in 

which RGCs are routinely cultured.   

Hcy treatment of cultured cells:  For RGC/Müller cell co-culture studies, L-

homocysteine thiolactone hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was prepared in 

RGC medium [50µM]. For studies using only Müller cells, L-homocysteine thiolactone 

was prepared in DMEM [50µM] containing 1g/L glucose, 4mM L glutamine, 25mM 

HEPES and 1mM sodium pyruvate and 10% FBS. 

Assessment of cell survival and cell death: For co-culture experiments, RGC 

viability in the presence/absence of Müller cells, was determined by incubating cells 30 
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min in PrestoBlue Viability reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific) following which 

fluorescence intensity was measured using a plate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, 

CA) (570nm excitation/590nm emission). For the co-culture studies involving Hcy, the 

incidence of RGCs dying by apoptosis was assessed using the ApopTag Fluorescein In Situ 

Apoptosis Detection Kit (EMD Millipore Corp, Billerica, MA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions.  The kit is based on the detection of DNA strand breaks 

through terminal dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) analysis.   

Glycolysis and mitochondrial function assays.  

Mitochondrial functional assays were performed using the Seahorse XF96-

Analyser (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions.  10,000 cells/well were seeded in Agilent Seahorse 96-well XF Cell Culture 

Microplates. The cartridges were hydrated in a non-CO2 incubator at 37°C overnight. WT 

and Nrf2-/- Müller cells were treated with Hcy [50μM] in DMEM for 20h. After Hcy 

incubation the cells were washed three times in XF base medium (Agilent Technologies) 

containing 4mM L glutamine, 1mM pyruvate and 10mM glucose. To allow pH and 

temperature calibration, the XF Cell Culture Microplates were incubated in a non-CO2 

incubator (37°C, 45 min). Oligomycin (final well concentration (FWC) 1μM), Carbonyl 

cyanide-4 (trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone (FCCP) (FWC 1μM), rotenone and 

antimycin A (FWC 0.5μM) were serially injected into the wells to measure ATP 

production, maximal respiration and non-mitochondrial respiration, respectively. 

Compounds were provided as part of the Agilent Technologies XF Cell Mito Stress Test 

Kit (Catalog # 103015-100). Spare respiratory capacity and proton leak were then 

determined using these parameters and basal respiration per the manufacturer’s 

instructions.  

To assay glycolytic function, cells were glucose-starved in XF assay medium in a 

CO2 free incubator at 37°C for 1h. Extracellular acidification rates (ECAR) were measured 

using the Agilent Seahorse XF-96 Analyzer by serially injecting glucose (FWC 10mM), 

oligomycin (FWC 1μM) and 2-dexoyglucose (2-DG) (FWC 50mM) into the wells. The 

compounds were provided in the XF Glycolysis Stress test kit; Catalog#: 103020-100). 

Glycolysis, glycolytic capacity, glycolytic reserve and non-glycolytic acidification were 
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calculated according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were represented in 

mpH/min.  

To normalize the glycolysis and mitochondrial analyses, Müller cell viability was 

determined using CyQUANT Direct Cell Proliferation Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The fluorescence readings were determined 

at an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and an emission of 530 nm.    

Data analysis  

The data were subjected to statistical analysis using Prism 6 for Windows Version 

6.01 statistical analysis software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). All values are reported as 

mean ± SEM. The specific statistical tests used and post-hoc analyses performed are 

indicated individually for each experiment within the corresponding figure legends.    For 

all analyses p < .05 was considered statistically significant. 

Results   

Effects of acute Hhcy exposure assessed using SD-OCT imaging  

To investigate the effects of acute exposure to Hhcy on retinal structure in vivo we 

administered 1µl Hcy [100 µM] intravitreally in one eye of 8 wk old WT mice; the 

contralateral eye was injected with PBS [0.01M].  Retinal structure was analyzed by SD-

OCT at 6 and 25 days post-injection.  B-scans and volume intensity projections are shown 

for analysis at day 6 (Fig. 13 A-C) and day 25 (Fig. 13 D-F).  At 6 days post-Hcy injection 

focal areas of disruption were detected in the outer retina, characterized by separation of 

photoreceptor outer segments from underlying RPE (Fig. 13B). These can be best 

appreciated visualizing a higher magnification B-scan (Fig. 13C). This disruption was 

observed in 8 of 11 mice in the Hcy-injected eyes, whereas no disruption was observed in 

PBS-injected eyes (Fig. 13A, 13D).As this was a longitudinal analysis, we analyzed eyes 

of the same mice at 25 days post-injection and evaluated the precise areas in which focal 

disruption had been observed at 6 days. Interestingly, the disruption observed at day 6 had 

resolved by day 25, with only one mouse showing mild outer segment-RPE disruption.  We 

leveraged the analytical software (DIVERS) to analyze the thickness of retinal layers 
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following SD-OCT in the mice at 6 and 25 days post-injection.  The measurements 

reflective of the entire retina revealed no significant differences in any retinal layers in the 

6 day cohort, but a significant decrease in the thickness of the nerve fiber layer (NFL) in 

the 25 day group.  The analysis of NFL thickness for the 6 and 25 day mice is shown in 

panel 13G and H, respectively.   The NFL is comprised of the axons of RGCs, which is 

consistent with earlier reports of RGC susceptibility to Hhcy (Ganapathy et al, 2009, 

Markand et al 2015, Moore et al, 2001, Chang et al 2011, Lee et al, 2017).   PBS-injected 

eyes were similar in appearance to WT retinas (Fig. 14A) and showed no focal disruption.  

Measurements of retinal layers were within normal limits for PBS-injected eyes. 
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Figure 13. The nerve fiber layer (NFL) thickness decreases in acute 

hyperhomocysteinemia.   

WT mice were injected intravitreally with 100µM Hcy in one eye and 

PBS in the contralateral eye at 8 weeks and were subjected to SD-OCT 

as described in the text. OCT b-scans and volume intensity projections 

(VIP) were obtained at 6- and 25-days post-injection. PBS-injected eyes 

(A, D) were normal.  Disruption of the outer retina was observed at day 6 

in Hcy-injected eyes (B, and enlarged image C, white arrows).  The 

disruption resolved by day 25 post-injection (E, enlarged image F).  

Quantitative analysis of retinal layer thickness using DIVERs software 

revealed that only one layer differed between the Hcy- and PBS-injected 

eyes, which was the NFL at 25-days post-injection (H), though not at 6 

days (G).  (* p<0.05, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test.) 
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Absence of NRF2 reduces inner retinal thickness in Hhcy models.   

Following analysis of consequences of acute Hcy exposure, we explored 

comprehensively the effects of long-term chronic exposure to Hhcy on retinal structure and 

function.  To accomplish this we studied retinas of Mthfr+/- and Cbs+/- mice, which have 

deficiencies in enzymes involved in Hcy metabolism (MTHFR and CBS).  Our studies 

were conducted primarily on mice that were 10-12 months of age, whereas we had 

previously reported analysis of retina of these mice at ~6 months (Markand et al 2015, 

Ganapathy et al, 2009). GCL cell loss and reduced NFL layer thicknesses were reported in 

these previous studies, suggesting the susceptibility of RGCs to Hhcy. Increased oxidative 

stress is postulated as a cause of neuronal apoptosis (Mattson et al, 2013), including RGC 

death, under Hhcy conditions (Ganapathy et al 2011a, Navneet et al 2019). Increased 

oxidative stress is postulated as a cause of neuronal apoptosis, including RGC death, under 

Hhcy conditions (Ganapathy et al., 2011a; Navneet et al., 2019). Owing to the crucial role 

of NRF2 in protecting retinal neurons under conditions of oxidative stress (Himori et al 

2013, Xu et al 2015) and the previous findings that in retinal Müller cells, Hhcy upregulates 

the NRF2 antioxidant pathway (Navneet et al, 2019), we crossed the mouse models of 

Hhcy with Nrf2-/- mice to yield animals with chronic Hhcy lacking NRF2. Six mouse 

groups (WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-) were generated. 

Longitudinal analysis was performed using SD-OCT to evaluate retinal architecture at 4, 7 

and 10-11 months. OCT analyses indicated the most significant changes in retinal layer 

thicknesses at 10-11 months. Representative OCT B-scans through the optic nerve from 

10-11 month old mice are shown in Fig 14 (A-F). There was no evidence of gross retinal 

disruption in any mouse group; however, quantitation of retinal layer thickness revealed 

that the IPL was significantly affected in chronic, later-stage Hhcy (Fig. 14G). This layer 

is comprised of synapses between INL neurons (bipolar and amacrine cells) and cells in 

the GCL. Significant differences were observed between WT versus Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-mice. Whereas WT mice had an IPL thickness of ~42-43µm, the IPL 

thickness in the mutants was ~36-37µm. The data suggest loss of synaptic integrity 

between inner retinal neurons and cells within the GCL.  NFL thickness was reduced in 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- mice (Fig. 14H).  
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We also examined the combined thickness of the NFL and IPL because it 

collectively defines the RGC’s dendritic arbor (IPL) and axons (NFL).  Thinning of these 

layers is an early biomarker for optic neuropathies including glaucoma (Kupersmith et al, 

2016, Lee et al 2018, Mwanza et al 2012, Koh et al 2012, Lim et al 2018, Kan et al 2018). 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice had significantly reduced NFL+IPL thickness 

compared to WT (Fig 14I). Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- mice had significantly reduced NFL+IPL 

compared to Cbs+/- mice (Fig. 14I).  There were slight differences observed also at 4 

months and 7 months (Suppl. Fig. 1).  Specifically, at 4 months, the IPL thickness, which 

typically measures ~47µm in WT was less than 45µm in Cbs+/-/Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/- mice; 

the combined thickness of the IPL and NFL was also significantly reduced in these two 

groups compared to WT mice.  By the time mice had reached 7 months of age, the average 

IPL thickness in WT was reduced slightly (to ~42-43µm) and was no longer significantly 

different from other groups in the study.  The only exception to this was the comparison of 

WT to Cbs+/-/Nrf2-/- mice (Suppl. Fig. 1F).  The decrease in IPL and NFL+IPL thickness 

in the Hhcy mouse models lacking NRF2 suggests that NRF2 plays a crucial role in 

maintaining RGC health under conditions of Hhcy. 
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Figure 14. In the absence of NRF2, the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and 

nerve fiber layer (NFL) thicknesses decrease in chronic 

hyperhomocysteinemia.  SD-OCT was performed in (A) WT, (B) Nrf2-/-, 

(C) Cbs+/-, (D) Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, (E)Mthfr+/- and (F) Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 10-

11 months and representative b-scan images taken through the optic nerve 

are shown for each mouse group.  Retinal layer thicknesses were quantified 

using DIVERS software.  Significant differences in the thickness of the (G) 

IPL, (H) NFL, (I) IPL-NFL combined were observed compared to WT mice 

(*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001, One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s multiple 

comparison test). 
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Absence of NRF2 attenuates visual acuity in Hhcy mouse models. 

To understand whether decreased IPL and NFL+ IPL layers in 10-11 month old 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice (described in Fig. 14) affected visual function, we 

examined the optokinetic tracking (OKT) response using the OptoMotry system, which has 

been utilized in rodents in a number of studies (Prusky et al, 2004; Xiong et al 2015, 

Larabee et al 2016).  We assessed acuity of the left and right eye of each mouse by 

measuring the reflexive response for clockwise and counter clockwise movement of 

gratings with 12 degrees/second drifting speed. Data were recorded as cycles/degree (c/d).  

WT mice had an average visual acuity of 0.4c/d (Fig. 15).  The Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, and Mthfr+/- 

mice had visual acuity that was similar to WT; however, the Hhcy mice lacking NRF2 

(Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-) had significantly decreased acuity.  The Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- mice 

had an average acuity of ~0.34c/d and the Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice were slightly worse with an 

average acuity of ~0.30 c/d.   In both chronic models of Hhcy, deficiency of NRF2 appeared 

to reduce visual acuity significantly. The data suggest the important role of NRF2 in 

offsetting Hhcy-compromised visual function.   Interestingly, diminished visual acuity has 

been reported also in Nrf2-/- mice with autoimmune encephalomyelitis (Larabee et al, 

2016).  

Figure 15. In the absence of 

NRF2, visual acuity decreases in 

chronic hyperhomocysteinemia.   

Visual acuity threshold, measured 

as the optokinetic tracking (OKT) 

response and recorded as 

cycles/degree (c/d) in WT, Nrf2-/-, 

Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/- and 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 10-12 

months, was performed using the 

OptoMotry software and apparatus. 

Significant differences were 

observed in Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice compared to 

WT.  (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, One-way 

ANOVA, Dunnett’s multiple 

comparison test.)    
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Absence of NRF2 accelerates the loss of GCL cells in Hhcy mouse models. 

OCT analysis revealed thinning of IPL and NFL+IPL in Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-

Nrf2-/- mice with age (Fig. 14, Suppl. Fig 1).  The IPL and NFL are the pre- and post-

synaptic layers, respectively, for RGCs that occupy the GCL. Amacrine cells also occupy 

this layer. It is not possible to quantify the number of cells in the GCL using OCT, therefore 

we harvested eyes from 11-12 month old mice, prepared them for histology (Fig. 16A) and 

counted the number of cells in the GCL in H&E-stained cryosections as described 

(Markand et al, 2016). Typically, WT mice have ~13-14 cells per 100µm retinal length 

(Fig. 16B).  Analysis of the GCL cell number revealed a significant decrease in Cbs+/- mice 

(~10 cells/100µm length).  This GCL loss was exacerbated in the absence of Nrf2 such that 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- mice had ~8 cells/100µm retinal length (Fig. 16B). Similarly, Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 

mice had significantly fewer cells compared to WT.  There was a trend toward fewer GCL 

cells in Mthfr+/- mice, although the difference did not reach statistical significance (Fig 

16B). Immunolabeling of RGCs using Brn3a confirmed these data (Suppl. Fig. 2). 

Collectively, the OCT and histological results confirm the sensitivity of RGCs to Hhcy, 

which is exacerbated by NRF2 deficiency.   

 The histological observations are supported also by electrophysiological 

studies performed prior to histologic analysis in 10-11 month old mice in which there were 

significant differences observed at some intensities. Specifically, we observed significantly 

decreased pSTR, which reflects RGC function, in the Cbs+/- mice compared with WT mice, 

(Suppl. Fig. 3A) although no significant pSTR differences were observed in Mthfr+/-Nrf2-

/- or Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- mice (Suppl. Fig. 2B). The nSTR reflects amacrine function.  While no 

significant nSTR differences were observed in Cbs+/- mice (Suppl. Fig. 3C), there were 

significant differences in nSTR in the Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice compared with 

WT mice (Suppl. Fig. 3D).    
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Figure 16. In the absence of NRF2, there are fewer cells in the ganglion 

cell layer (GCL) in chronic hyperhomocysteinemic mice.  (A) 

Representative photomicrographs of hematoxylin and eosin-stained retinal 

cryosections images from WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/-, and 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 11-12 months. (Calibration bar = 50µm). (B) Sections 

were used to quantify the number of cells within the GCL and data were 

expressed as cell number/100µm retinal length. (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001, One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.) 
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Absence of NRF2 increases GFAP levels in Hhcy mouse models. 

The reduced thickness of inner retinal layers combined with fewer cells in the GCL 

observed in Hhcy mice lacking NRF2 (Figs. 13-16) prompted evaluation of the level of 

GFAP.  In the healthy retina, GFAP is detected primarily in retinal astrocytes, which reside 

in the GCL.  In the absence of retinal pathology, there is limited GFAP detected in Müller 

glial cells; however, under stress Müller cells upregulate GFAP, which is considered a 

marker of gliosis (Eisenfeld et al 1984, Dyer et al 2000, Wu et al 2003, Bringmann et al 

2006). Increased Müller cell GFAP expression has been reported in Hhcy mouse models 

(Tawfik et al, 2014, Markand et al, 2015) and in Hcy-exposed primary Müller cells 

(Navneet et al 2019).  Here we investigated whether absence of NRF2 exacerbates gliosis 

in Hhcy mouse retinas. Using immunofluorescence we evaluated GFAP levels in retinal 

cryosections of 11-12 month old WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/- and Mthfr+/-

Nrf2-/- mice (Fig. 17A) and quantified the fluorescent intensity (Fig. 17B).  WT and Nrf2-/- 

mice had minimal GFAP levels, and immunofluorescence was limited to the GCL.  

Radially oriented GFAP labeling, consistent with the radial orientation of Müller cells, was 

detected in the GCL and IPL of Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/- mice, although the level of 

immunofluorescence was not statistically greater than WT.  In the retinas of Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 

and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-  mice, GFAP immunofluorescence was considerable in the INL, IPL, 

GCL (Fig. 17A) and was significantly greater than levels detected in the other mouse 

groups (Fig. 17 B).  The data indicate that absence of NRF2 accelerates retinal gliosis in 

Hhcy mice.  
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Figure 17. Deletion of NRF2 exacerbates gliosis in two 

hyperhomocysteinemic mouse models. (A) Representative 

photomicrographs of retinal cryosections from WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-

Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/-, Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 11-12 months that were subjected 

to immunodetection of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), considered 

a marker of retinal gliosis and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), to 

label cell nuclei (calibration bar = 100µm). (B) Quantification of 

immunofluorescent detection of GFAP. (**p<0.01, One-way ANOVA 

and Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests.)  
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Müller glial-specific Nrf2 is critical for RGC survival under conditions of elevated Hcy: 

in vitro indirect co-culture studies. 

The increased cell loss in the GCL and thinning of the IPL/NFL in Hhcy models 

devoid of NRF2 compared to the milder cell loss and IPL/NFL thinning in the genetic Hhcy 

models in which NRF2 is expressed is consistent with reports implicating increased 

oxidative stress in Hhcy-linked RGC death (Ho et al 2001, Mattson et al 2003, Ganapathy 

et al 2011a, Bhattacharjee et al 2016, Navneet et al, 2019). In retina, NRF2 is expressed 

predominantly in Müller glial cells (Xu et al 2014). In previous studies we found that Nrf2 

gene expression, as well as NRF2 protein levels, are increased when Müller cells are 

exposed to elevated Hcy (Navneet et al, 2019). Owing to the crucial role Müller glial cells 

play in protecting the retinal neurons under stressful conditions, we established a neuron-

glia indirect co-culture system using primary Müller and primary RGCs to evaluate the 

relationship of these two cells in managing Hcy-induced stress.  

Primary RGCs isolated from postnatal mouse retina were cultured on glass 

coverslips in a 24 well plate and primary Müller cells growing on a porous transwell insert 

were placed above the RGCs such that the media in which RGCs were growing was 

conditioned by the Müller cells as depicted in Fig. 18A.  We compared the viability of 

RGCs grown in the absence or presence of Müller cells and observed substantially more 

RGCs in the co-culture condition (Fig. 18B, 6C). After co-culturing with Müller cells for 

4 days, RGCs were subjected to immunofluorescence analysis to detect Brn3a and βIII-

tubulin, two reliable markers for these cells (Jiang et al, 2015, Nadal-Nicolás et al 2009). 

We observed more Brn3a- and βIII-tubulin-positive cells in RGCs indirectly co-cultured 

with Müller cells compared to those grown in isolation (Fig 18B). We evaluated the relative 

viability of RGCs grown with/without Müller cells and detected significantly more viable 

cells in the in-direct co-culture condition (Fig 18C).  We next investigated effects of Hhcy 

on RGC death in the absence/presence of indirect Müller cell co-culture.   We treated RGCs 

with 50µM Hcy, a concentration that is known to induce significant cell death within 24 h 

exposure (Dun et al 2007, Ganapathy et al 2011b, Navneet et al 2019). Using the TUNEL 

assay as an indicator of cellular apoptosis, we observed 60% apoptotic cells in primary 

RGCs (no co-culture) subjected to Hcy treatment (Fig 18D.1), whereas co-culture with WT 

Müller cells reduced significantly the incidence of TUNEL-positive RGCs; indeed the 
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value was similar to non-Hcy treated cells (Fig. 18D.2). Interestingly, when Hcy-exposed 

RGCs were co-cultured with Müller cells harvested from Nrf2-/- mice (Fig. 18D.3), RGC 

survival did not improve. Rather, the incidence of TUNEL-positive cells was similar to 

Hcy-exposed RGCs without co-culture (Fig 18E). These data strongly suggest that Müller 

cells condition the media for RGCs, providing trophic support that attenuates Hcy-induced 

cell death.  The identity of Müller cells in these cultures was confirmed using known Müller 

cell markers CRALBP, glutamine synthase (GS) and vimentin (Suppl. Fig. 5).  
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Figure 18. Evaluation of effects on RGC viability when cells were co-

cultured indirectly with Müller cells. (A) Schematic illustration of RGC-

Müller glial indirect co-culture. Primary Müller cells (MC) were grown on cell 

culture inserts (with pore size 0.4µm) and placed above the primary RGCs, 

which were growing in culture wells. (B) Immunodetection of RGCs using anti-

beta 3 tubulin and anti-Brn3a, two established markers for RGCs.  The upper 

panel reflects RGCs without glial co-culture and the lower panel reflects RGCs 

indirectly co-cultured with MCs. Calibration bar = 50µm. (C) Viability of 

RGCs cultured in the presence or absence of MCs was detected using 

PrestoBlue and data were quantified (n=3, *** p<.001, Unpaired t test). (D) The 

effects of Hcy on the incidence of apoptosis in RGCs was determined using the 

TUNEL assay under three experimental paradigms: (1) RGCs  grown without 

MC co-culture, (2) RGCs grown with WT MC co-culture, (3) RGCs grown with 

Nrf2-/- MC co-culture.  DAPI was used to stain cell nuclei.  (E) Quantification 

of TUNEL-positive cells per 100 cells in control and Hcy treated conditions. 

(n=10, *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001, ns p>0.05, One-way ANOVA, Tukey multiple 

comparison test.) 
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Hcy increases the spare respiratory capacity and glycolytic reserve in WT Müller cells, 

but not in Nrf2-/- Müller cells.  

 It is known that excess Hcy levels impair mitochondrial dynamics of RGCs 

(Ganapathy et al, 2011a); however, effects of Hcy on Müller cell metabolic function have 

not been investigated. Müller cells require considerable energy production.  We 

investigated the effect of excess Hcy on cellular respiration (both mitochondrial and 

glycolytic) in WT Müller cells compared to Nrf2-/- Müller cells.   We exposed primary WT 

Müller cells to 50μM Hcy for 20h and measured the cellular mitochondrial respiration as 

oxygen consumption rates (OCR) after sequentially adding oligomycin, FCCP and 

antimycin A and rotenone to the cells (Fig 19A). Hcy exposure of Müller cells did not 

impair mitochondrial function; instead the cells had significantly higher spare respiratory 

capacity compared to the untreated control cells (Fig 19B). Spare capacity reflects the 

capability of cells to respond to an energetic demand, reflecting the cells fitness under 

stress. These studies were performed also in primary Nrf2-/- Müller cells to evaluate the 

influence of NRF2 on their capacity to mount a beneficial metabolic response to Hhcy. 

Nrf2-/- Müller cells were exposed to 50μM Hcy for 20h (Fig. 19C).  Assessment of 

mitochondrial function showed that unlike the WT Müller cells (Fig. 19B), Nrf2-/- Müller 

cells had significantly reduced basal respiration when treated with Hcy and spare capacity 

remained unaltered by Hcy treatment (Fig. 19C, 19D).   

 

 Considering the high glycolytic dependency reported in Müller cells (Winkler et 

al, 2000) and the ability reported in other cell types to increase glycolysis during stressful 

conditions (Shi et al, 2009), we analyzed glycolytic function in WT and Nrf2-/- Müller cells 

exposed to 50μM Hcy for 20h (Fig 20A).  Following the sequential addition of glucose, 

oligomycin and 2-DG the ECAR values were recorded.  We noted that the glycolytic 

reserve was ~8 mpH/min in WT Müller cells.  Interestingly, after cells had been exposed 

20h to 50µM Hcy, the glycolytic reserve increased significantly (Fig. 20B). The analysis 

was performed also in primary Nrf2-/- Müller cells (Fig. 20C, 20D).  Upon sequential 

addition of glucose, oligomycin and 2-DG the ECAR values were recorded (Fig. 20C). The 

increased glycolytic reserve observed in Hcy-treated WT Müller cells (Fig. 20B), was not 

evident in Nrf2-/- Müller cells exposed to excess Hcy (Fig. 20D).  Taken collectively, the 
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data shown in Figs. 19 and 20 suggest that NRF2 plays an important role in Müller cell 

mitochondrial and glycolytic adaptive responses to Hhcy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 19: Analysis of mitochondrial function of WT and Nrf2-/- Müller cells treated with 

homocysteine. Müller cells isolated from WT and Nrf2-/- mice were exposed for 20h to 

50µM Hcy. Mitochondrial function was assessed using the Agilent Seahorse XF Cell 

Mito Stress Test kit and the Seahorse XF96-Analyser. (A) Mitochondrial respiration in 

WT non-treated (control) and Hcy-treated cells measured as the oxygen consumption 

rate (OCR) following exposure to oligomycin, FCCP and antimycin A and rotenone. (B) 

Quantification of mitochondrial basal respiration (Basal Resp), ATP production and 

spare respiratory capacity in WT control and Hcy-treated cells. (C) Mitochondrial 

respiration in Nrf2-/- control and Hcy-treated cells measured as OCR. (D) Quantification 

of mitochondrial basal respiration in Nrf2-/- control and Hcy-treated cells.  (E) The data 

in panel B and D were replotted to permit comparison of the WT versus Nrf2-/- Müller 

cells (in the presence/absence of Hcy treatment).  The values were normalized to cell 

viability as measured using the CyQUANT method.  (n=6, *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01,***p<0.001, Two-way ANOVA, Sidak’s multiple comparison test.) 
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Fig 20: Analysis of glycolytic function of WT and Nrf2-/- Müller cells treated with 

homocysteine. Müller cells isolated from WT and Nrf2-/- mice were exposed 20h to 

50µM Hcy.   Glycolytic function was assessed using the Agilent Seahorse XF 

Glycolysis Stress Test kit and the XF96 analyzer.  (A) Glycolytic function in WT 

non-treated (control) and Hcy-treated cells measured as the extra-cellular 

acidification rate (ECAR) following exposure to glucose, oligomycin and 2-deoxy-

glucose (2-DG). (B) Quantification of glycolysis and glycolytic reserve in WT 

control and Hcy-treated cells. (C) Glycolytic function in Nrf2-/- control and Hcy-

treated cells measured as ECAR. (D) Quantification of glycolysis and glycolytic 

reserve in Nrf2-/- control and Hcy-treated cells. (E) The data in panel B and D were 

replotted to permit comparison of the WT versus Nrf2-/- Müller cells (in the 

presence/absence of Hcy treatment). The values were normalized to cell viability 

as measured using the CyQUANT method. (n=6, *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001, Two-

way ANOVA, Sidak’s multiple comparison test.)  
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Discussion  

  Hhcy is implicated in several retinal degenerative diseases including glaucoma 

(Vessani et al 2003, Leibovitch et al 2003, Clement et al 2009, Ajith et al 2015, Kim et al 

2018) and Hcy levels are elevated in plasma and tears of patients with some forms of the 

disease, especially XFS (Roedl et al, 2007; Bleich et al, 2004).   RGC loss is the defining 

cellular event underlying glaucoma, a disease with complex pathogenicity. 

It is not surprising that Hcy has been implicated as directly toxic to retinal neurons 

given that it has excitotoxic properties and has been associated with oxidative stress. The 

clinical literature, however, has been confusing with respect to Hhcy and glaucoma and it 

is unclear whether Hcy is merely a biomarker of disease or is actually responsible for cell 

death (Pasquale et al, 2016). Over the past several years, we have conducted experiments 

aimed at addressing this issue.  Earlier studies demonstrated clear toxicity of Hcy to 

primary ganglion cells (Dun et al, 2007), but subsequent experiments performed in Hhcy 

mouse models (Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/-) yielded only modest loss of RGCs (Ganapathy et al, 

2009, Tawfik et al, 2014, Markand et al, 2015).    This apparent conundrum suggested that 

the intact retina is equipped to buffer Hhcy in a manner not present in the isolated neuronal 

population. We reasoned that a likely component of the buffering ‘machinery’ is the Müller 

glial cell.  In a recent study, we found that unlike RGCs, which manifest increased ROS 

and decreased viability upon exposure to Hhcy, Müller cells have decreased ROS levels 

and their viability is not compromised (Navneet et al, 2019).  Interestingly, as a response 

to the Hhcy exposure, Müller cells upregulate Nrf2 expression and increase the levels of 

NRF2 protein as well.  We postulated that the apparent tempered response to chronic 

elevation of Hcy in retinas of Hhcy mutant mice might reflect a robust response on the part 
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of Müller cells that likely involved the NRF2 antioxidant response. The current study 

supports this hypothesis as evidenced by several important findings. 

Our first key observation was that acute exposure to Hhcy in vivo led to an initial 

mild disruption of the retinal architecture, which was actually resolved within a few weeks.  

The powerful analytical tool SD-OCT allowed us to visualize the entire retina, measure 

individual layers and evaluate integrity in a longitudinal fashion.  Even though retinas were 

mildly disrupted in focal areas 6 days post-injection, the disruptions resolved over a period 

of ~three weeks.  Clearly, there must be mechanisms within the retina that attenuate the 

response to the acute Hcy insult.  To our knowledge, this is the first report of a resolution 

of the tissues’ response to an excitotoxic insult.  It is likely that repeated insults, especially 

if close in time, would not yield such a positive outcome.  Importantly, even though the 

focal disruptions were resolved, the exposure to Hcy had a negative impact on the thickness 

of the NFL.   

Our second key observation was that oxidative stress exacerbated the deleterious 

effects of chronic Hhcy in vivo. We investigated the consequences of chronic Hhcy on 

retina when the transcription factor NRF2 was absent using Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-

/- mice. NRF2 is arguably the master regulator of the antioxidant response as it modulates 

the expression of more than 500 cytoprotective genes (Schmidlin et al, 2019).  Our 

experiments were prompted by the aforementioned observation that NRF2 levels increased 

in Hhcy-exposed Müller cells and oxidative stress diminished; conversely Nrf2-/- Müller 

cells were much more vulnerable to Hhcy exposure as evidenced by decreased viability 

and a markedly reduced antioxidant response to Hhcy-induced stress (Navneet et al, 2019).  

Our SD-OCT analysis of the Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice revealed a pronounced 
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decrease in IPL and NFL thickness compared to the other four groups (WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-

, Mthfr+/-).  This was most evident at 10-11 months. This same cohort of mice showed a 

decrease in visual acuity (OKT response) compared to the other four mouse groups 

measured.  The availability of the OptoMotry system has allowed investigators the 

capability to measure visual function in mice reproducibly.  Earlier studies showed that 

genetic ablation of Nrf2 exacerbated the visual deficits in an experimental autoimmune 

uveitis model, emphasizing the key role NRF2 plays in sustaining retinal function under 

pathologic conditions (Larabee et al, 2016).  The histologic retinal analysis disclosed 

significant loss of cells in the GCL in Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice, which was 

accompanied by a marked increase in the level of GFAP.  The cells that were positive for 

increased GFAP were the radially-oriented Müller cells. It is noteworthy that despite 

evidence of exacerbated RGC loss and gliosis in Hhcy mice lacking NRF2, there was not 

an appreciable difference in IOP compared to other mice.  The average IOP measured in 

six different mouse groups was in the range of 10-13mmHg, which is within normal limits 

for pressure.  In human patients with XFS, there can be considerable IOP fluctuation 

observed over a 24h diurnal period (Puska et al., 1999).  A limitation of our study was that 

IOP was measured at a single time point, which may not be an accurate reflection of 

complete profile of pressure in our animals.  Future studies should evaluate IOP 

systematically over a 24 h period.  In addition, it would be useful to follow a cohort of 

animals at more advanced ages.  The oldest age evaluated in our study was 10-11 months.  

Extending the study to mice that are 18-24 months may reveal age-related pressure changes 

that were not disclosed in the current study.  
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The findings that genetic ablation of Nrf2 exacerbates retinal dysfunction in Hhcy 

mice prompted us to evaluate whether indirect culture of Müller cells with RGCs could 

buffer neuronal death induced by Hhcy. It is well established that Müller cells play a crucial 

role in maintaining retinal neurons (Bringmann, et al, 2006).  However, our co-culture 

system did not involve direct cell-cell contact as would occur in the intact retina; rather the 

Müller cells were seated on a porous filter above the RGCs.  The cells were bathed in the 

same medium, but did not contact each other.  Despite this lack of contact, there was a 

clear benefit to RGCs of being indirectly cultured with the glial cells.  Many more RGCs 

survived under the indirect co-culture conditions compared to RGCs cultured alone.  More 

important was the observation that when the RGCs were treated with Hhcy, there was 

significantly less cell death in the indirect co-culture with Müller cells than not.  However, 

the Müller cells that were devoid of NRF2 no longer offered this cytoprotective benefit for 

the RGCs, and cell death with Hhcy exposure was considerable if NRF2 was absent.  .  

This is the first evidence of a direct effect for NRF2 in forestalling deleterious effects of 

Hhcy exposure.  We recognize that there may be factors released by Müller cells into the 

medium that offered significant benefit to the RGCs.  It was beyond the scope of the present 

studies to analyze those factors, but this issue is intriguing and deserving of investigation.  

Müller cells secrete cytoprotective factors that mitigate neuronal demise, some of which 

are products of NRF2-targeted upregulation either directly or indirectly.  These include 

catalase, glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase 2, heme oxygenase.  In earlier 

studies, we demonstrated that the genes encoding these proteins are increased in Müller 

cells exposed to Hhcy (Navneet et al., 2019), however we do not know whether the proteins 
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are secreted by Müller cells in the indirect co-culture system, nor do we know their levels 

in Hhcy mice.    

Müller cells are extraordinarily complex cells and their role in maintaining retinal 

homeostasis requires that they regulate ion flux (such as K+ and Ca++), neurotransmitter 

production, and pH of the retinal milieu (Bringmann et al., 2006).   These glial cells are 

well-studied for their role in taking up and degrading glutamate, which if excessive, is 

excitotoxic to neurons.  Müller cell uptake of glutamate by transporters such as GLAST 

along with transporters for cystine (cystine-glutamate exchanger) are critical for the 

synthesis of glutathione.  Future studies could investigate these transporters under 

conditions of Hhcy and determine the level of glutathione in RGC-Müller cell indirect co-

culture.   

 Our observations of the benefit of Müller cells in reducing Hcy-induced RGC 

death raised questions about how Hhcy impacts metabolic functions of these cells.  We 

found that WT Müller cells had robust mitochondrial and glycolytic function. Although 

glycolysis is considered a major energy source for Müller cells (Vecino et al, 2016), 

mitochondrial ATP production is also essential for these cells to maintain retinal health 

(Toft-Kehler et al, 2017).  Interestingly, we observed that in WT Müller cells, exposure to 

excess Hcy did not impair mitochondrial function; rather Hcy-treated WT Müller cells 

exhibited increased spare respiratory capacity compared to the untreated control cells. 

Reduced spare respiratory capacity has been linked to neurodegenerative models of 

excitotoxicity and aging (Yadava et al 2007, Nicholls et al 2009, Desler et al 2012) and 

adequate spare capacity is an indicator of healthy mitochondria (Hill et al 2012).  

Glycolytic function also increased under Hhcy conditions in WT Müller cells as 
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demonstrated by increased glycolytic reserve in Hcy-exposed cells.  Glycolytic reserve 

(like spare capacity) reflects the cells ability to meet additional energy demands. The data 

suggest mitochondrial and glycolytic adaptations increase in Müller cells to manage the 

cellular stress induced under Hhcy conditions.  This robust mitochondrial and glycolytic 

response to Hcy exposure evinced by WT Müller cells was completely abrogated in Müller 

cells isolated from Nrf2-/- mice.  Previous analysis of mitochondrial function in Hhcy-

exposed RGCs revealed alterations of two mitochondrial proteins Opa1 and Fis1 and 

increased mitochondrial fission (Ganapathy et al, 2011a).  It is technically challenging to 

subject primary RGCs to mitochondrial analysis using Seahorse technology as performed 

with Müller cells because the assay requires a confluent monolayer of cells.  While this is 

feasible using primary Müller cells, it is not with primary neurons.  Nevertheless, it appears 

that exposure of RGCs to Hhcy led to dysregulated mitochondrial dynamics, whereas 

exposure of Müller cells resulted in a positive mitochondrial response.    

The current study provides insights on the issue regarding Hhcy as a “disease 

driver, biomarker or bystander” (Pasquale et al, 2016). First, effects of this excitotoxic 

amino acid are clearly cell-type dependent.  Isolated neurons (at least RGCs) have limited 

coping mechanisms to manage elevated Hcy levels, while isolated Müller cells appear to 

manage Hhcy by increasing their energy production, both mitochondrial and glycolytic.  

The in vitro studies are informative and permit dissection of specific mechanisms.  

Specifically, they demonstrated the key role that NRF2 plays in the Müller cells capacity 

to buffer Hcy.  The data support the in vivo observations that visual acuity is adversely 

affected when mice with chronic Hhcy lacked NRF2.   The discovery that RGC 

vulnerability to Hcy may be impacted by the availability of key regulatory molecules, such 
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as NRF2, has implications for retinal degenerative diseases such as glaucoma..  With age, 

NRF2 levels decrease (Schmidlin et al, 2019) while Hhcy levels increase (Herrmann, 

2006).  Given that glaucoma is a disease associated with increased age, it is plausible that 

under conditions of elevated Hcy and gradually reduced levels of NRF2, the capacity of 

Müller cells to maintain RGCs is compromised.  
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Table 3. Number of animals used in the study. 

Mouse group n Age (months) 

Hcy intravitreal injection experiments   

   C57BL6/J (wildtype) 10 2-3 

SD-OCT analysis of retinal structure   

WT 17 3-4 

Nrf2-/- 10 3-4 

Cbs+/- 8 3-4 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 9 3-4 

Mthfr+/- 8 3-4 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 6 3-4 

WT 13 6-7 

Nrf2-/- 15 6-7 

Cbs+/- 12 6-7 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 10 6-7 

Mthfr+/- 8 6-7 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 9 6-7 

WT 13 10-11 

Nrf2-/- 16 10-11 

Cbs+/- 14 10-11 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 9 10-11 

Mthfr+/- 7 10-11 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 7 10-11 

ERG:  pSTR and nSTR (electrophysiological analysis)   

WT 5 10-11 

Nrf2-/- 5 10-11 

Cbs+/- 6 10-11 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 5 10-11 

Mthfr+/- 5 10-11 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 5 10-11 

IOP detection   

WT 7 10-11 

Nrf2-/- 6 10-11 

Cbs+/- 5 10-11 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 5 10-11 

Mthfr+/- 4 10-11 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 4 10-11 

OptoMotry Analysis   

WT 4 10-12 

Nrf2-/- 3 10-12 

Cbs+/- 4 10-12 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 4 10-12 

Mthfr+/- 3 10-12 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 3 11-12 

GCL cell counting in retinal cryosections   

WT 7 11-12 

Nrf2-/- 7 11-12 

Cbs+/- 6 11-12 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 6 11-12 

Mthfr+/- 5 11-12 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 6 11-12 

GFAP immunostaining in retinal cryosections   

WT 4 11-12 

Nrf2-/- 3 11-12 

Cbs+/- 5 11-12 

Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- 4 11-12 

Mthfr+/- 4 11-12 

Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- 4 11-12 
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Table 4. Antibodies used in the study. 

Antibody Supplier Dilution 

Primary antibodies   

Rabbit anti-GFAP (Z0334) Dako, Carpentaria, CA 1:500 

Goat anti-Vimentin (AB1620) 

Rabbit anti beta 3 Tubulin (ab18207 

Chemicon Intl., Temecula, CA 

Abcam, Cambridge, MA 

1:100 

1:500 

Goat anti-Brn3a C20 (SC31984) 

Mouse anti-CRALBP (NB100-74392) 

Rabbit anti Glutamine synthetase (FL-373) 

Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 

Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO 

Santa Cruz Corp., Santa Cruz CA 

1:100 

1:50 

1:50 

 

Secondary Antibodies 

 

 

 

Alexa Fluor 488 anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

Alexa Fluor 555 anti-Mouse IgG (H+L 

Alexa Fluor 488 anti-Goat IgG (H+L) 

Alexa Fluor 555 anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

Invitrogen Molecular Probes, NY 

 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 

1:1000 
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Supplemental Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. SD-OCT analysis of mice at ages 4 and 7 months with chronic 

hyperhomocysteinemia.  SD-OCT was performed in WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, 

Mthfr+/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 4 months (A-C) and 7 months (D-F).  Retinal layer 

thicknesses were quantified using DIVERS software.  Data are shown for measurements 

of the thickness of IPL and NFL. Significant differences were detected among the Hhcy 

mice (with or without Nrf2-/-) compared to WT mice (*p<0.05, **p<0.01,p<0.0001, One-

way ANOVA, Dunnett’s multiple comparison test). 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Assessment of Brn3a-positive cells in the GCL in chronic 

hyperhomocysteinemic mice lacking NRF2. (A) Representative photomicrographs of 

retinal cryosections from WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/-, Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice at 

11-12 months that were subjected to immunodetection of Brn3a (green), a marker of 

RGCs and DAPI (blue) to  label cell nuclei (calibration bar =  50 µm). (B) Quantification 

of Brn3a-positive RGCs in the central retina. (**p<0.01, One-way ANOVA and Tukey 

multiple comparison tests.)  
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Supplemental Figure 3. Electrophysiological assessment of retinal function in 10-11 

month old mice. Scotopic ERG over a range of bright flash intensities (lumens) were 

performed as described; graphic depiction of the average pSTR and nSTR amplitudes, 

which represent RGC and amacrine cell function, respectively.  (A) pSTR for  WT, Nrf2-/-

, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-/Nrf2-/- mice; (B) pSTR for WT, Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/-, Mthfr+/-/Nrf2-/- mice, (C) 

nSTR for  WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-/Nrf2-/- mice; (D) nSTR for WT, Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/-, 

Mthfr+/-/Nrf2-/-.  At noted intensities, there were statistically significant differences in the 

pSTR between WT and Cbs+/- mice (* panel A), the nSTR between the WT and the Cbs+/-

/Nrf2-/- (*in panel C), and the nSTRs for WT v. Nrf2-/- (# in panel D), Mthfr+/- (@ in panel 

D), Nrf2-/-Mthfr+/-  (& in panel D).  All differences were significant at p<0.05, t-test with 

Holm-Bonferroni correction). Note the WT and Nrf2-/- data were the same for the two 

groups, which were separated to simplify the data presentation.   
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Supplemental Fig 4.  Analysis of intraocular pressure (IOP) in mice with mild 

hyperhomocysteinemia.  IOP levels were detected using a handheld tonometer in 10-11 

month old WT, Nrf2-/-, Cbs+/-, Cbs+/-Nrf2-/-, Mthfr+/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice. No significant 

alterations in IOP levels were observed in any mouse group.  (One-way ANOVA, 

Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.) 

 

 

 

Supplemental Fig 5.  Verification of the purity of the retinal Müller cells.  Müller cells were 

isolated from retinas of (A) WT and (B) Nrf2-/- mice.  To verify purify of the cells 

immunofluorescent detection experiments were performed using markers for Müller glial cells 

including cellular retinaldehyde binding protein (CRALBP, red fluorescence), glutamine 

synthetase (GS, red fluorescence), vimentin (green fluorescence).  DAPI (blue) was used to label 

nuclei.    
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IV. DISCUSSION 

 

The association between Hhcy and retinal diseases is an unresolved issue in the 

retinal research field.  Many clinical studies indicate a significant correlation between Hhcy 

and retinal diseases. Hhcy has been reported in glaucoma, a disease characterized by the 

loss of RGCs. Specifically, increased levels of Hcy have been observed in the tears, 

aqueous humor and plasma of patients with pseudoexfoliation glaucoma, a type of 

glaucoma that is prevalent in the aged population (Roedl et al., 2007; Vessani et al., 2003; 

Bleich et al., 2004; Leibovitch et al., 2003; Clement et al., 2009; Puustjärvi et al., 2004). 

However, whether Hcy is a causative or merely a biomarker for glaucoma is not yet known.  

Based on the compelling evidences from population studies indicating correlation 

between Hhcy and retinal diseases the Smith lab has investigated the role of Hhcy 

extensively in retinal health using both in vitro and in vivo models. These in vitro and in 

vivo studies have unequivocally demonstrated the susceptibility of RGCS to Hhcy (Moore 

et al., 2001; Dun et al., 2007; Ganapathy et al., 2009; Markand et al., 2015) consistent with 

the observations from population studies.  Earlier in vitro studies showed that 50μM Hcy 

exposure for 18-24h reduced the viability of primary RGCs by 50%, reflecting the acute 

sensitivity of primary RGCs to Hcy exposure in culture (Dun et al., 2007; Ganapathy et al., 

2011). However, in vivo models of Hhcy (Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/- mouse models) exhibit a mild 

and somewhat delayed phenotype of RGC degeneration (Ganapathy et al 2009, Markand 

et al 2015). Inner retinal impairment such as RGC death and NFL thinning was evident in 

mouse models of Hhcy as the animals aged. Earlier reports clearly indicate that the effect 

of Hhcy is milder in the living retina compared to the acute sensitivity of Hcy to isolated 
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ganglion cells in the in vitro system. This suggests the presence of a buffering mechanism 

in the living retina that allows RGCs to cope with the Hhcy-induced stress in models of 

mild-moderate Hhcy. Müller glial cells are the principal glial cells in the retina, which 

support retinal neurons including RGCs. In this thesis I studied the Müller glial-RGC 

interaction and demonstrated a compensatory role that Müller glia play to preserve RGCs 

in the Hhcy retina.  Increased oxidative stress is implicated as the major cause of Hhcy 

induced RGC death (Ganapathy et al., 2011b, Navneet et al., 2019). Müller cells are the 

main supplier of antioxidants such as GSH and are prominent mediators of the key 

antioxidant gene Nrf2 in the retina. I specifically investigated how Müller glial Nrf2 affects 

RGC-Müller glial interactions under conditions of Hhcy.   

The experiments in the current study were performed to test the hypothesis that 

Müller glial cells protect RGCs under conditions of Hhcy via the NRF2 antioxidant 

pathway.   To test this hypothesis I formulated three specific aims, which are listed below.  

Aim I: Compare the sensitivity of primary Müller cells and RGCs to elevated levels of 

Hcy.  

Aim II: Determine the extent to which deletion of the Nrf2 gene exacerbates or accelerates 

the RGC loss in endogenous models of Hhcy. 

Aim III: Determine the extent to which the Müller glial cell NRF2 antioxidant defense 

mechanisms protect RGCs in Hhcy using neuron-glia co-culture systems.  

 

The experiments for Aim I are included in the first manuscript, which was 

published in Experimental Eye Research (Navneet et al., 2019). The experiments for Aim 

II and Aim III are combined and described in the second manuscript, which was submitted 
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to Redox Biology and is in revision. The results of the aims are discussed in detail in the 

following paragraphs. 

Aim I: Compare the sensitivity of primary Müller cells and RGCs to elevated levels 

of Hcy.  

In the beginning of my study I compared the sensitivity of Müller cells and RGCs 

to Hhcy.  I isolated primary Müller cells and RGCs from mouse retina and exposed them 

to Hhcy. The results indicate that compared to RGCs, Müller cells are much less sensitive 

to Hcy. Müller cell viability is not affected by Hcy concentrations, which kill RGCs. Only 

supraphysiological concentrations of Hcy [4mM or higher] induced cell death in Müller 

glial cells. 50-100µM Hcy exposure increased oxidative stress significantly in primary 

RGCs, this observation was consistent with the previous report indicating increased 

superoxide and peroxynitrite levels in Hcy exposed RGCs (Ganapathy et al., 2011b). In 

contrast to the effect in the RGCs, exposure of Hcy significantly reduced oxidative stress 

in primary Müller cells. Hence, this study reports for the first time a cell specific sensitivity 

of Hhcy in the retina (Navneet et al., 2019). Interestingly, we found that the major 

antioxidant gene Nrf2 and several of its downstream targets as well as GSH were 

upregulated in Müller cells when treated with Hcy. Müller cells are the main mediators of 

Nrf2 in the retina (Xu et al., 2014). We investigated the extent to which Hcy would yield 

an antioxidant response in the absence of Nrf2 using Müller cells harvested from mice 

lacking Nrf2 (Nrf2-/- mice). Compared to WT Müller cells, Nrf2-/- Müller cells had 

decreased cell viability and increased oxidative stress, in both Hcy-treated and untreated 

conditions. The robust antioxidant upregulation observed in WT Müller mediated by Nrf2 

was not observed in Nrf2-/- Müller cells upon Hcy exposure. The observations underscore 
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the importance of Nrf2 as an important mediator of oxidative stress and antioxidant 

response in Müller cells.    

The results for Aim I indicate that Hcy has cytotoxic effects on RGCs, but invokes 

a beneficial response from Müller cells. The increased expression levels of antioxidants, 

reduced reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels and robust cell viability observed in Hhcy 

exposed Müller glia reflect their ability to protect RGCs under Hhcy conditions. The 

presence of this buffering mechanism mediated by the Müller glial cells via Nrf2 in the in 

vivo retina may explain the mild phenotype of RGC degeneration observed in the Cbs+/- 

and Mthfr+/- mice. Upregulation of antioxidant defense in the retina via Nrf2 has been 

mentioned as a potential therapeutic strategy in retinal diseases (Xiong et al., 2015; Wang 

et al., 2019). Here we postulate that the upregulated Müller glial antioxidant supply via 

Nrf2 may mitigate RGCs loss during Hhcy in vivo. 

 

Aim II: Determine the extent to which deletion of the Nrf2 gene exacerbates or 

accelerates the RGC loss in endogenous models of Hhcy. 

 

Increased oxidative stress has been mentioned as a leading contributor for neuronal 

injury in the retina. Oxidative stress plays prominent role in the progression of common 

optic neuropathies such as diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma (Xu et al., 2014; Izzotti et 

al., 2006; Nakagami et al., 2016). Interestingly, studies have reported significantly higher 

levels of oxidative stress in Hhcy induced neuronal injury (Lipton et al., 2007). Hcy acts 

as an agonist at the glutamate binding site of NMDA receptors, expressed mainly in the 

neurons. Excess level of extracellular Hcy leads to overactivation of the NMDA receptor 
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and subsequently increases calcium influx and causes elevated oxidative stress in neurons 

including RGCs (Lipton et al., 2007; Ganapathy et al., 2011a; Navneet et al., 2019). Nrf2 

has critical role in protecting the retinal neurons from oxidative damages. The current study 

systematically analyzed the role of Nrf2 in Hhcy retina. Structural and functional analysis 

of Nrf2 deficient Hhcy mouse models reveals that Nrf2 is critical to preserve RGC function 

in Hhcy retina.  

The acute model of retinal Hhcy established by the intravitreal injection of Hcy 

indicated that Hcy exposure reduces the NFL thickness within a month after intravitreal 

exposure of Hhcy, confirming the susceptibility of RGCs to Hcy. The phenotype of RGC 

degeneration was also evident in chronic models of Hhcy (Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/-), but it was 

mild. To understand the role of NRF2 in Hhcy retina we crossed Hhcy mouse models 

(Cbs+/- and Mthfr+/-) with Nrf2-/- mice and generated two Nrf2 deficient Hhcy mouse 

models (Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/-).  The longitudinal OCT analysis indicated that 

Nrf2 is critical in preserving RGCs in Hhcy retina. We found exacerbated inner retinal 

impairment and accelerated RGC loss in Hhcy mice in the absence of Nrf2. Studies have 

reported that absence of NRF2 increases the sensitivity to carcinogens, endotoxins and 

allergens in cells (Kensler et al., 2007). Nrf2 activity is critical in preserving RGCs 

especially during stressful experimental conditions such as ischemia and optic nerve crush 

(Xu et al., 2015; Himori et al., 2013). Consistent with these findings, our results 

demonstrate for the first time that the absence of NRF2 exacerbates the effects of Hhcy in 

the living mouse retina. The data confirm the role of chronic oxidative stress as a leading 

contributor for RGC death in the Hhcy retina.   
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The results from Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice suggest the critical role that 

Nrf2 has in preserving RGCs specifically during Hhcy induced stress.  Absence of NRF2 

exacerbated the thinning of inner retinal layers (IPL and IPL+NFL) in Hhcy mouse models. 

IPL is the synaptic layer in the retina where dendrites of RGCs synapse with axons of 

bipolar cells that reside in the INL. The NFL is comprised of the axons of RGCs.  Thinning 

of IPL-NFL complex in the retina is an early marker for RGC impairment in optic 

neuropathies such as glaucoma (Kotera et al., 2011). Our OCT data showed a decrease in 

IPL-NFL thickness indicating exacerbated susceptibility of RGCs to Hcy in the absence of 

NRF2. Morphometric analysis of H&E-stained retinal sections documented accelerated 

RGC loss in Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice compared to the Cbs+/-, Mthfr+/- and Nrf2-

/- mice supporting the OCT analysis.  We also observed a significant reduction of visual 

acuity in Hhcy mouse models in the absence of NRF2. Cbs+/-Nrf2-/- and Mthfr+/-Nrf2-/- mice 

had significantly reduced visual acuity compared to WT mice. No significant difference in 

visual acuity was observed in Hhcy mouse models in which Nrf2 was present. Visual acuity 

collectively quantifies the focusing ability of the eye, retinal functions and Brain’s ability 

to analyze visual information. The reduced visual tracking ability in Nrf2 deficient Hhcy 

mice suggests that Nrf2 is critical for preserving vision function in Hhcy mice. The 

experiments conducted for Aim II indicate that absence of Nrf2 worsens the structural and 

functional deficits of RGCs in the Hhcy retina. Additionally, absence of Nrf2 significantly 

increased gliosis in Hhcy retina, indicating that glial cells are affected as well in the chronic 

Hhcy retina by the absence of Nrf2. GFAP labeling, a marker for gliosis was specifically 

upregulated in elongated radially shaped Müller glial cells, indicating their susceptibility 
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to Hcy when Nrf2 is absent.  These experiments prompted investigation of the relationship 

of Müller cells and ganglion cells, which is addressed in aim III.   

 

Aim III: Determine the extent to which the Müller glial cell NRF2 antioxidant defense 

mechanisms protect RGCs in Hhcy using neuron-glia co-culture systems.  

We investigated the role of Müller glial specific NRF2 in the Hhcy retina.  The 

observations (from experiments conducted for Aim I) indicate that RGCs and Müller cells 

have differential sensitivity to Hcy. Whereas RGCs die upon exposure to Hcy, Müller cells 

can withstand much higher concentrations. Hcy exposure [50-200µM] increased oxidative 

stress and induced cell death in RGCs, yet triggered adaptive responses in Müller cells. In 

addition to reduced oxidative stress, Hcy-exposed Müller cells also upregulated Nrf2 

expression and GSH levels. The results suggest that at least lower concentrations of Hcy 

[50µM] though toxic to RGCs, invokes cytoprotective effects on Müller cells. Based on 

this evidence we postulated that, cytoprotective responses to Hcy reflect a glial-specific 

buffering phenomenon (Navneet et al., 2019). To investigate this we established an ex-vivo 

co-culture system with primary Müller cells and RGCs.  

 Mono-culture studies with isolated RGCs are not ideal to understand the in vivo 

conditions, whereas the in-direct co-culture set up with primary Müller cells and RGCs, 

established in my study allows recapitulation of some aspects of neuronal and glial 

interaction under conditions of Hhcy. We found that Müller glial co-culture abrogated the 

activation of apoptosis in RGCs under conditions of Hhcy. This was a very exciting 

finding! The results indicate that Müller cells attenuate RGC death at least for shorter 

durations of mildly elevated Hcy. Importantly, this rescue was not observed when RGCs 
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were co-cultured with Müller cells isolated from Nrf2-/- mouse retinas. This finding 

supports a critical role of Müller glial Nrf2 in protecting the RGCs under Hhcy. The study 

represents the first report that the presence of NRF2, specifically in Müller glial cells, is 

critical for survival of RGCs in the Hhcy retina. A question raised by the indirect co-culture 

studies is what factor (or factors) account for increased RGC survival? Investigation of this 

question is beyond the scope of this study, but provides fertile ground for future work. 

 Another intriguing question arises from this study: what allow Müller cells 

to protect RGCs under conditions of Hhcy? One of the major ways that cells adapt to 

stressful conditions is by altering metabolism. To understand how Hhcy affects Müller glial 

metabolism we analyzed mitochondrial and glycolytic functions in Hcy-treated Müller 

glial cells. Although previous studies suggest that glycolysis is the major energy source for 

Müller glial cells (Vecino et al., 2016), recent studies show that mitochondrial health is 

also critical for proper Müller cell functioning (Toft-Kehler et al., 2017). Interestingly, in 

contrast to previous observations of impaired mitochondrial dynamics in Hhcy exposed 

primary RGCs, Hhcy did not impair mitochondrial functions in Müller glial cells. Instead, 

Hhcy treated Müller cells increased their basal respiration and ATP production and had 

significantly higher spare respiratory capacity compared to non-Hcy-treated cells. 

Increased spare respiratory capacity is an indicator of cellular fitness; it is an indicator of 

healthy mitochondria and cellular integrity (Hill et al., 2012; Higdon et al., 2012). Reduced 

spare respiratory has been observed in neurodegenerative models of increased oxidative 

stress, excitotoxicity and aging (Yadava et al., 2007; Nicholls et al., 2009; Desler et al., 

2012). In Müller cells, Hhcy exposure reduced oxidative stress and increased the spare 

respiratory capacity, which is consistent with  the direct association between reduced spare 
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capacity and increased oxidative stress levels reported earlier (Hill et al., 2009; Drank et 

al., 2010). Hhcy treated Müller cells also had increased glycolytic reserve. Glycolytic 

reserve is analogous to mitochondrial spare respiratory capacity, it indicates cells ability to 

generate more ATP through glycolysis during energy demanding conditions (Hill et al., 

2012). The mitochondrial and glycolytic metabolic adaptations during Hhcy may account 

for Müller cell’s cytoprotective effect on RGCs. 

Interestingly, Nrf2-/- Müller cells did not evince these cytoprotective responses 

upon Hcy exposure. Rather, Hcy exposure decreased basal respiration and ATP production 

in Nrf2-/- Müller cells. Hcy treatment did not increase the spare respiratory capacity or 

glycolytic reserve in Nrf2-/- Müller cells. These results indicate that Nrf2 is critical for 

Müller cell beneficial mitochondrial and glycolytic responses to Hhcy exposure. Abrogated 

metabolic adaptations may account for Nrf2-/- Müller cell’s diminished cytoprotection of 

RGCs under Hhcy. 

Conclusions   

The experiments described in this thesis provide compelling evidence of the critical role 

that Müller glial specific Nrf2 plays in protecting RGCs under Hhcy conditions. The 

experiments for Aim I compare the sensitivities of primary Müller cells and RGCs to 

elevated levels of Hcy. The results demonstrate first time a differential sensitivity of Hcy 

in retinal glial cells and neurons. In contrast to the cytotoxic effects on RGCs, Hcy had 

cytoprotective effects on Müller glial cells, especially at physiologically relevant 

concentrations of Hcy. Compared to RGCs Müller cells were less sensitive to Hcy. Hcy 

exposure increases oxidative stress in RGCs whereas it decreases oxidative stress in Müller 

cells. Hcy impairs the mitochondrial dynamics in RGCs, whereas it had cytoprotective 
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effects on mitochondrial and glycolytic functions of Müller cells. Hcy exposure increased 

spare respiratory capacity and ATP production in Müller cells. In addition to these 

cytoprotective effects, Hcy exposure increased expression of NRF2 and downstream 

antioxidants as well as glutathione in Müller glial cells. Compared to WT Müller cells, 

Nrf2-/- Müller cells had reduced cell viability, increased oxidative stress and attenuated 

antioxidant levels.  Experiments for Aim II investigated whether the deletion of Nrf2 

exacerbates or accelerates RGC loss in endogenous models of Hhcy. Absence of Nrf2 

exacerbated the thinning of inner retinal layers and accelerated the RGC loss in Hhcy 

mouse models. Consequently, Nrf2 deficient Hhcy mouse models had decreased visual 

acuity. In addition to the inner retinal deficits, Hhcy mouse models lacking Nrf2 had 

increased retinal gliosis. Experiments conducted for Aim III specifically investigate 

whether Müller glial NRF2 is critical for RGC survival under elevated Hcy conditions. An 

ex-vivo indirect co-culture system was established with primary RGCs and Müller cells to 

study this question. Results indicate that Müller cells can protect RGCs against Hcy (at 

least at lower concentrations of Hcy). Intriguingly, the observations also indicate that 

Müller cells lacking Nrf2 are much less able to protect RGCs under conditions of Hhcy 

compared to WT Müller cells. These results indicate that Nrf2 within Müller glial cells is 

essential for RGC survival under conditions Hhcy. The current study also reports a 

cytoprotective metabolic shift that occurs in WT Müller glia cells but not in Nrf2-/- Müller 

cells as a response to elevated Hcy exposure. WT Müller cells exhibit increased 

mitochondrial spare respiratory capacity and glycolytic reserve under conditions of Hhcy, 

which explain their capacity to withstand Hhcy exposure and may contribute to their 

cytoprotective properties. Conversely, the inability of Nrf2-/- Müller cells to exhibit 
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mitochondrial and glycolytic protective adaptations likely impacts their neuroprotective 

abilities under Hhcy conditions.  In summary, my study unraveled a critical role that Müller 

glial specific NRF2 plays in preserving RGCs under Hhcy conditions and may explain the 

milder loss of RGCs under Hhcy conditions in vivo.  
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V. SUMMARY 

 

 

This study reports for the first time a cell-specific sensitivity to excess Hcy in the retina. 

Hhcy induced cytotoxic effects on RGCs, whereas it evokes cytoprotective responses in 

Müller glial cells. In contrast to increased oxidative stress levels in Hcy-exposed RGCs, 

Hcy-exposed Müller glial cells had reduced oxidative stress levels. In contrast to impaired 

mitochondrial function in Hcy exposed RGCs, Hcy exposure improved the mitochondrial 

capacity of Müller glial cells. Robust upregulation of antioxidant genes was also evident 

in Hcy-exposed Müller cells. Hcy exposure increased the expression levels of NRF2 and 

its downstream antioxidants as well as glutathione. Increased oxidative stress is major 

cause of Hcy-induced RGC death in in vitro conditions. In this study we postulated that the 

robust antioxidant response mediated by NRF2 in Müller glia may have compensatory 

effects that promote RGC survival in the in vivo Hhcy retina. We found that the absence of 

NRF2 exacerbates RGC degeneration, inner retinal impairment and visual acuity decrease 

in Hhcy mouse models, suggesting chronic oxidative stress as a leading cause of RGC 

degeneration in the Hhcy retina. The study also established an ex vivo in-direct co-culture 

system with primary Müller cells and RGCs to understand the role of Müller glial cells in 

RGC survival under conditions of Hhcy. The results strongly suggest a critical role of 

Müller cells in promoting RGC survival in the Hhcy retina. Increased apoptosis induced 

by Hcy exposure in primary RGCs was abrogated by the WT Müller cell co-culture but not 

by Nrf2-/- Müller cell co-culture. This indicates that the Müller glial specific NRF2 is 

critical for RGC survival under elevated Hcy conditions. Additionally, Hcy exposure 

increased spare respiratory capacity and glycolytic reserve in WT Müller cells but not in 
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Nrf2-/- Müller cells. This suggests that NRF2 is critical for Müller cell’s cytoprotective 

metabolic adaptations under elevated Hcy conditions. These cytoprotective metabolic 

adaptations mediated via NRF2 may equip Müller cells in protecting RGCs against Hcy 

toxicity. The attenuated antioxidant response and inability to increase spare respiratory 

capacity and glycolytic reserve may explain why Nrf2-/- Müller cells are much less capable 

of supporting RGCs under Hhcy. Taken together, the in vivo and in vitro studies described 

in this thesis illustrate the critical role of NRF2 in promoting RGC survival under Hhcy 

conditions. The results suggest that deleterious effects of Hhcy on RGCs are likely 

dependent upon the health of retinal glial cells and the availability of an intact retinal 

antioxidant response mechanism. 
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